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The present report, on Vertebrata from the Mid-Cretaceous rocks of the North-west 
Territory of Canada, forms the second part of a “series of descriptive and illustrated 
quarto memoirs ” begun in 1891. 

The first part, by the late Professor EH. D. Cope, is on “The species from the 
Oligocene or Lower Miocene beds of the Cypress Hills”. 

The publication of a contemplated second part on the Vertebrata of the Laramie 

formation of the North-west Territory, also by Professor Cope, was prevented by his death 
in 1897. 

The Survey is deeply indebted to Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn, Curator of 

the Department of Vertebrate Paleontology of the American Museum of Natural 
History, New York, for having kindly consented, at the request of the late Dr. George M. 
Dawson, to supervise the working up of the vertebrate fossils in its possession. This 

assistance has been given quite gratuitously by Professor Osborn, who, besides having 

twice visited Ottawa in this connection, has also devoted some time to the consideration 

of the more general geological and paleontological relations of some of these fossils, as 
set forth in his introduction. 

In the preparation of the present report Mr. Lambe has had the advice and super- 

vision of Professor Osborn. 

ROBERT BELL. 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DEPARTMENT, 

Orrawa, 380th July, 1902. 
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA 

1.—DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERS OF THE MID-CRETACEOUS FAUNA. 

By Henry FAIRFIELD OSBORN 

The determination by the Canadian Survey of a Mid-Cretaceous and fresh-water 
fauna, including fishes, batrachians, reptiles and mammals, is a forward step of great 

importance in vertebrate paleontology. 

The Survey had established beyond question, geologically, that the Belly River series 
is Mid-Cretaceous, that it underlies the Montana or Ft. Pierre-Fox Hills group, and over- 

lies the Ft. Benton and Dakota groups; * and at the outset of the paleontological investi- 
gations for this report, the question arose, what stages et vertebrate evolution are repre- 
sented by the Belly River fauna? 

It soon appeared to the writer in the study of the fine collection made by Mr. Lambe 
that the Belly River vertebrates of the North-west'Territory were of decidedly different 
and apparently of older type than those from the Laramie beds of Converse co., Wyoming, 

described by Marsh, and were rather to be compared with those described by Leidy, 
Cope and Marsh, from Montana, chiefly from the Judith River beds, a region by no 
means distant geographically. 

Thus the correlation between the Belly River and Judith River series, proposed by 

the late Director, Dr. G. M. Dawson, in 1875, at first glance appeared to be confirmed 

faunistically. But this correlation is not supported by the geological records, which all 
place the Judith River beds proper above the Fox Hills and Fort Pierre. 

To present the evidence for and against the Mid-Cretaceous age of some of the 

Montana fossils already known, to show the need of closer examination of the geology 
and closer comparison of types, and to outline the general characteristics of this fauna, 
are the chief objects of this introduction. Non geologia sine paleontologia ; in other words, 
no faunal work wiil endure which is not based on stratigraphical work. 

1. GEOLOGICAL RELATIONS. 

Among geologists of the United States there has never been any question as to the 
Laramie or Upper Cretaceous age of the typical Judith River beds. In 1877, Cope 
referred the Judith River formation of Meek and Hayden to the Cretaceous. In 1887, he 

* The history of this work is presented by Mr. Lambe in the second part of this memoir. 
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questioned Dr. Dawson’s assignment of greater age to the Belly River series, holding that 

the vertebrates were similar to those of the Laramie. C. A. White* takes a similar 

view :; “ What gives this (Belly River) formation especial interest is the intimate relation 

of its fauna and flora to those of the Laramie, although these two non-marine formations 

are, in the district within which both are known to occur, separated by a great thickness 

of strata which are unmistakably of marine origin.’ Whitman Cross** places the 

‘Judith River beds even higher: “ Without reviewing in detail the literature of these 

beds, it is desired to point out the fact that the Judith River strata may perhaps repre- 

sent the Arahapahoe or some other post-Laramie formation and not the true Laramie of 

Colorado and Wyoming.” 

Other observations, however, point to the presence of older fresh-water beds in Mon- 

tana, which may have been more or less confused by collectors with the Judith River 
beds. White, remarks, (op. cit. p. 174): ‘Certain observed conditions of strata exposed 

along the Missouri river in northern Montana apparently indicate its [7. e. Belly River 
formation] presence there. It also seems not improbable that some of the strata in the 
upper part of the valley of the Musselshell river, in Montana, which have been referred 
to the Laramie, really belonged to the Belly River formation. If strata of this formation 
really exist there they probably were originally continuous with those of the Belly River 
valley.” More recently Earl Douglas *** has observed Mid-Cretaceous dinosaurs below 
the Ft. Pierre beds, in Sweet-grass county, Missouri. 

In the records as they stand, therefore, there is evidence, first, of fresh-water dinosaur- 

bearing beds in Montana older than the Laramie; and this suggests the possibility, not 
to say probability, of confusion in the collections ; that is some of the vertebrates already 
described from Montana may be of Belly River age. 

Neither in the writings of Cope nor Marsh is the fact recognized that some of the 
Montana vertebrates are of different and perhaps more ancient character. Even in their 

latest contributions **** to the subject, Montana and Wyoming vertebrates are discus- 

sed as ofthe same age, and as if the question were one of priority of nomenclature rather 
than the more important one of priority of structure and time. Marsh (op. cit., p. 145) 
places the “ Ceratops Beds of Laramie Series” above the Fox Hills group, as the summit 

of the Cretaceous. He defines (op. cit., p. 207) these beds as follows :— 

(p. 207). ‘The definite horizon in which these strange reptiles occur has been called by the 

writers the Ceratops beds, from the type genus Ceratops, and its position is shown in the section on page 

145.... This geological horizon is a distinct one in the upper Cretaceous, and is indicated for more 

than 800 miles along the eastern flank of the Rocky Mountains. It is marked at nearly every outcrop 

by remains of these reptiles, and hence the strata containing them have been called the Ceratops beds. 

They are fresh-water or brackish deposits which form a part of the so-called Laramie, but are below the 

uppermost beds referred to that group. In some places, at least, they rest upon marine beds, which 

contain invertebrate fossils characteristic of the Fox Hills deposits The most important localities in the 

Ceratops beds are in Wyoming, especially in Converse County.... The fossils associated with the 

Ceratopsidze are mainly dinosaurs, representing one or two orders and several families. Plesiosaurs, 

crocodiles, and turtles, of Cretaceous types, and many smaller reptiles, have left their remains in the 

* U.S. Geological Survey, Correlation Papers, Cretaceous, 1891, p. 173. 

** Geology of the Denver Basin in Colorado. Monographs of the U. S. Geological Survey, Vol. XX VII, p. 239, 

*** Science, January 3, 1902, p. 31, ‘‘Dinosaurs in the Ft. Pierre shales and underlying beds in Montana,” 

*x** Cope, ‘‘ The Horned Dinosauria of the Laramie”’, American Naturalist, 1889, p. 715, 

Marsh, ‘‘ Dinosaurs of North America,” 1895. 
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same deposits. Numerous small mammals, also of ancient types, a few birds, and many fishes, are like- 

wise entombed in this formation. 

...- (p. 203). Besides these there were still others related to the Jurassic Stegosaurs, among them the 

Nodosauride, quadrupedal forms heavy dermal armor.” 

Invertebrate fossils and plants are not uncommon in the same horizon 

These quotations show that the marine, fresh-water and terrestrial fauna, fishes, 

plesiosaurs, as well as stegosaurs were all included by Marsh in the Laramie fauna of the 

‘“Ceratops Beds” in general, which name, in fact, he assigned from the Montana type, 
Ceratops montanus. The eastern Wyoming (Converse county, where the great collection 

of Triceratops skulls was made by Hatcher), the western Wyoming (Bitter Creek) Laramie 

(where Agathaumas, Cope, was found), the Colorado (Denver beds, where Polyonaz, 
Cope and Ceratops alticornis were found), and the Montana (Judith River and supposed 
Fort Union), are all treated by this author as of the same age, namely, Upper Cretaceous. 

The confusion has been rendered greater in the early references of some of the Mon- 
tana fossils to the Fort Union beds. A year after Cope’s original description of his “ Fort 

Union” collection he transferred them to the Judith River, in his paper on the “ Geology 
of the Judith River beds.” The Ft. Union beds have been considered late Cretaceous or 
on the border land between Cretaceous and Tertiary. In 1874-5, G. M. Dawson published 
several papers expressing the opinion that they are Hocene. L. F. Ward referred the Ft. 

Union beds to the Upper Laramie, from its flora ; on the same ground Newberry placed 
it above the Laramie in the Tertiary. Quite recently Mr. Earl Douglas has made the 
very fortunate discovery in these beds of basal Hocene mammals of Puerco (Thanetien 

Montien) age. The reference of Montana dinosaurs to Fort Union beds is, therefore, an 
error. 

It remains to be determined, therefore, whether all the fossils recorded from Montana 

are actually from Judith River beds, or whether a portion at least of the beds described 
and collected in as ‘‘ Judith River ” are not older than the Laramie. 

PROVISIONAL CORRELATION 

Paskapoo?. Ft. Union®. 
(No dinosaurs) 

Brackish & fresh-water..... Edmonton. Laramie & Judith |Triceratops, Torosaurus, 

River. Dryptosaurus, Ornithomimus. 

Pierre- Fox Fox Hills, 
Marine ky pets cytania mane 

Hills group. Fort Pierre. 

Fresh and brackish-water. . . Belly River. Montana exposures Stereocephalus, Monoclonius. 
in part. Ceratops, Trachodon, Deinodon, 

Sandy clays and sandstones.| 910 feet. (Niobrara). (Ornithomimus, Compsemys, 
Ptilodus. 

PER Aa Ren Sa ea ettal Ne Hllale ara ea uianday ii DMT U IS Dey aC oer IG 

Dakota. 

1, Regarded by Tyrrell as the beginning of the Tertiary. 

2, Mammals of Puerco type discovered by Douglas in 1901. 
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2. FAUNAL CHARACTERS. 

The Belly River or Mid-Cretaceous fauna is distinguished from that of the Upper 
Jurassic (Como Beds, Purbeckien) by the entire absence of Sauropoda and by the presence of 

Ceratopsia in great variety. It is affiliated with that of the Jurassic, and so far as we 
know separated from that of the Laramie by the presence of highly specialized Stego- 
sauria or plated dinosaurs,* by numerous turtles of the Jurassic family Pleurosternida, 
and by numerous large Plesiosaurs. 

Summarizing the table and with allowance for the provisional character of many of 
the determinations and of our incomplete faunal list, it appears that the (i) Belly River, 

(ii) Judith River and other beds erroneously referred to “Fort Union ” of Montana, (iii) 

Laramie of Wyoming and Colorado are related as follows: 

Total number Common to Common to 

of species Belly River and Judith River 

named. Montana. and Laramie. 

MIshestetyeayen ty ane Omni ries) OFS PeCles: 

iBatrachia ae eee MUR Wes eaieyecsis OL: a: 

IRlesiosauniaee eens Wes shenays, oboe 

Mestudina ann eeey eeu ee eee i 1 species. 

Rhynchocephalia . . % 

Macertiliagrrciac, oarcvnos Ol eaeeeroe als 2 a6 

Ophidiann ss . -een = halite con Ste te 

Crocodiliaze. paces gO SONA 2 Jota ay ame ease a 

Megalosauria........ Ifa ow o606 aA 2 FWENET An aicisys, ais seicas 2 genera. 

? Stegosauria........ Deasiinia wast IM Gennsse eis see le ZenuUS 

Iguanodontia.. ..... WG creertecenre 1 See Siva steieynres q1 ce 

Ceratopsia.......... EN bid Boek 1 Ac 

It should be clearly stated that our knowledge is so inaccurate as to rob this compa- 
rison of much permanent value. 

There is thus very little in common between the Belly River fauna and the Laramie 

fauna of Wyoming and Colorado so far as described, except the dinosaur Ornithomimus 

and the very persistent chelonian Baéna. Most of the dinosaurs wiil probably be found 
to be separated generically. 

On the other hand, so far as known, the Montana fauna has much in common with 

the Belly River, especially among the Testudinata, Iguanodontia and Ceratopsia. 

In the following table, which has been compiled with the aid of Mr. Lambe and 
Dr. O. P. Hay, the geological and geographical references are those given by the authors. 

Leidy’s early references to the “lignite of Nebraska” are to territory now included in Dakota 
and Montana. In the second column are animals specified as in “ Judith River beds”; in 

the third those entered as ‘‘ Fort Union” or Laramie of Montana, largely Judith River no 

* The only published evidence of Stegosauria in the Laramie of Wyoming and Colorado is the tooth of Palwoscincus. 
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doubt. In the fourth column, the Moreau River region of Dakota. In the fifth, Wyoming, 
Converse co. and Bitter Creek. In the sixth, the Colorado Laramie. 

Edmonton beds of Alberta, which correspond with the true Laramie. 

In the seventh, the 

3. DISTTIBUTION OF LAND AND FRESH-WATER CRETACEOUS VERTEBRATES IN THE WEST * 

Omitting Laramie Mammals 

} | 

Tnceertae Sedis, 

Zk io iat 
3 = : % Fs 

s a) g ® 
: ae 2 ar) (Se) ~~ 

Species. BS S © =. — 2 A A = 
i fat a ~~ ES || 6 ak 5) 
faz} 8 2 soo ee) = 
ee 3 £ 5 Bs | £2 S 

= c fo) + = 

fa eh Big es ESN ieee cs 
ea & = es 6) es 

Pisces. 

Myledaphus bipartitus, Cope. * te SUA tA aii ea kes ao a 

Malognathusiprescusy Weidiynu velie clea: seen ere aes Pee Nis Nis Dees Sales bs nasi iaesiay 

Hedronchus sternbergr, Cope.. .....-..|---..- te pa het lee Reva BSNL. Aa ear 

Ceratodus hieroglyphus, “ ............- Be ise rat | aa | eR eo Ae loos el Eee ig. 

Acipenser albertensis, Lambe........... SUN Le eee ees 3 areal ROS (done aed PR pS | ale 

Lepidotus (Lepidosteus) occidentalis, Leidy.| * Pan Ms Ba oe aca stevens [need evetoa tt Doth os! 

LRhineastes(Ceratodus) eruciferus, Cope, sp.|  * peeks f PER el Ge aun el sr wed eae Oss 

Diphyodus longirostris, Lambe... ..... Url voll Win eee Reicele! laesecol lane m6 pil atte bl aloe ows 

Batrachia. 

Scapherpeton tectum, Cope............. ue ie i eae eae aoo te oobUloaocOe 

Gs Lacticolle nana etd ere mes eh ae eats ea elosta tlha oraio ca) tb Boas 

RCS Ne Olea Ohao.cl koe EGOS peo Bae s deca sbasallaboooniacoden|lhagso 

ee TROY oo Ney Cina & ERO ES), Eat IR RI Rata alll on oes Rollo AAS 

Hemitrypus jordaniamus, Cope... ......)....-. LAS Messe lam erare lla 5 10 'omt|| ASS oo a||Goe osc 

Reptilia. | | 

Plesiosauria. | 

Cimoliasaurus magnus, Leidy........., ESOT Mle Marne lai Be aed eure a mere 4 |oiblo.0 Hl] Gaes am 

aaa IN CHEE TIRGIS CLS, (OW ek ooo bavel|lase colleswiad a|<poade ALTE I ig Gee [aloes tn Caan 
Martonlt, | 

CGP OTOH Caplan ES Sane coewtllsbuod saasaal LA asin Al OIG eb geese: 

° . | 
Uronautes cetiformis, Cope... ... a Goes cael : Ver yaa I es et eto eon ar 

* This table, subject to future revision, is of the nature of an aythor’s list and includes all species named, 
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Chelonia. 
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Paronychodon lacustris, Cope.......... Bis ecaie|(s Ne + sole Ce) nde eel le = ete Eee a 
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4, GENERAL RELATIONS OF THE FAUNA. * 

FISHES. 

The fishes include truly marine as well as biackish and fresh-water types, and are 

all of Montana and Alberta reference. 

Myledaphus and Mylognathus, are marine sharks, supposedly related to the modern 

Chimeeroids (Holocephala) ; Hedronchus sternbergi (* Fort Union,’ Montana) is similarly 

referred by Dr. Hay, although with much doubt. Two species of Dipnoans, Ceratodus 

hieroglyphus and C. (Rhineastes) eruciferus are also from the Montana and Belly River 

beds. The sturgeons are somewhat doubtfully represented in the new species Acipenser 

albertensis from the Belly River; this may prove to be nearer Lepidosteus, a genus which 

is certainly represented in the Lepidotus ovcidentalis of Leidy, (Judith and Belly River). 

The relationships of the new genus and species Diphyodus longirostris are entirely 

problematical. 

BATRACHIA. 

Cope has described five species of batrachia, all from the Judith River beds, belong- 

ing to the two Urodele genera Scapherpeton and Hemitrypus, of doubtful family relation- 

ship. One species S. ¢ectwm has been determined by Mr. Lambe in the Belly River. 

No batrachians are recorded from the Wyoming Laramie. 

REPTILIA. 

Piestosaurs. Numerous vertebre of a large plesiosaur from the Belly River are 

provisionally referred to the New Jersey species Cimoliasaurus magnus, Leidy. From 

Moreau river, South Dakota, Leidy has described two Plesiosaurs, Nothosaurops occiduus 

and Ischyrosaurus antiquus ; whether these beds are of Belly River age or more recent is 

not known. Uronautes cetiformis, Cope is another plesiosaur from the Judith River. 

CHELONIA. Turtlesofthe sub-order Trionychia are abundant. One species, Trionyx 

foveatus, is common to the Judith and Belly River series; another, 7. vagans, to the Belly 

River and supposed “ Ft. Union” beds. 

Three other species, Plastomenus costatus, P. coalescens and P. punctulatus have been 

named by Cope, the first two from the Laramie of the “bad lands” south of Wood 
Mountain, Assiniboia, the third from the supposed “ Ft. Union” (Judith River) of Mont- 

ana. Dr. Hay observes that it is not unlikely that P. coalescens is a synonym of Trionyx 

vagans; P. costatus and P. punctulatus are also more likely to belong to Trionyx. Plas- 

tomenus is distinctively an Eocene genus. 

The order CRYPTODIRA is represented by large swamp turtles related to the Dermatemy- 

dide, but belonging to the family Adocide; these are Adocus lineolatus, Cope, A. (Basilemys 

or “royal turtle ”, Hay) variolosus, and A. (Basilemys) imbricarius ; the royal turtle is very 

large and elaborately sculptured. It is important to note that the two species first 
named are found both in the Belly River and in Montana (? “ Ft. Union”), testifying to 

the Mid-Cretaceous age of the latter. The presence of numerous species of the Jurassic 

*The writer is especially indebted to Dr. O.P. Hay of The American Museum for valuable notes, criticisms and suggestions 

on the systematic section of this introduction. 
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amily Plewrosternide (order PLEURODIRA or AMPHICHELYDIA) is another distinctively 
ancient feature of this fauna; two of these, Compsemys victus and C. obscurus, Leidy, are 

described from Montana. <A third member of the same family, Baéna hatcheri, is note- 
worthy as the only species of vertebrate thus far recorded which is common to both the 
Belly River and Laramie. A fourth new species, B. antiqua is described from the Belly 

River. Polythorax missuriensis from Montana is also referred by Hay to the Plewrosterni- 

de. My. Lambe proposes the new genus and species Newrankylus eximius, anew chelydroid 
turtle, distinguished by a supernumerary costal. 

RHYNCHOCEPHALIA. Champsosaurus according to Cope is represented by five species 

in the Judith River, one of which, C. annectens is also determined in the Belly River. As 

Cope has identified this genus in the basal Hocene, it is not distinctive as to age. 

LACERTILIA or STEGOSAURIA. The sculptured tooth named Troédon formosus by Leidy 
is common to the Belly River and Judith River beds; it is uncertain whether this is a 

lizard or a stegosaur, probably the former. Palcoscincus costatus, Leidy, is also common to 

the Judith and Belly River series. A clearly distinct species is P. asper, Lambe, from the 

Belly River. It is important to determine definitely whether these animals are Lacertilia 
or Stegosauria. 

Another sculptured tooth, [ewanavus teres, is described by Marsh from the Laramie 

and referred to the Igwanide. The same author has named Pal@oscincus latus from the 
Laramie, and placed Palgoscincus among the Stegosauria. 

Crocopintia. The species Crocodilus humilus of the Judith River is provisionally 

identified by Mr. Lambe in the Belly River. These beds also contain another Montana 
crocodile, Bottosaurus perrugosus, Cope. 

Dinosaurgia: STeGosaurtia. As stated above, the presence of Stegosauria is an 
ancient characteristic. Marsh (op. cit., p. 242) has referred the genus Palcoscincus to this 

order. From the “ Middle Cretaceous of Wyoming ’”’, Marsh determined the Stegosaur 
Nodosaurus (op. cit., p. 225). 

Probably allied to this is the remarkable animal, Stereocephalus tutus, discovered by 

Mr. Lambe in the Belly River series, with solid skull armature and a ring of postcranial 
pointed ossicles. 

No evidence of Stegosauria, with the possible exception of Paloscincus, has been 
recorded from the Wyoming Laramie, Upper Cretaceous. 

Drnosaurta: (THEROPODA) MrcanosauRtia, family Megalosauride. The carnivorous 
dinosaurs and their collateral families will probably be greatly elucidated by the separa- 
tion of the Mid- from the Upper Cretaceous types. Among the former the genera Deinodon 

and Aublysodon, Leidy and Ornithomimus, Marsh, all Montana types, deserve first mention. 

After Marsh had substituted the name Dryptosaurus for the preoccupied name 

Lelaps (which Cope had employed for an Upper Cretaceous of New Jersey Carnivore) it 

was generally supposed that all large Cretaceous carnivores should be referred to Marsh’s 
genus. If, however, the large Judith River type, which has its counterpart in the Belly 
River, is Mid-Cretaceous, it isin all probability generically distinct and Leidy’s name 

3 
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Deinodon should be applied to it.* This name was securely founded on megalosaurian 

teeth, and those first mentioned in both Leidy’s descriptions and first figured in his 
memoir on the Judith River vertebrates must be regarded as valid types irrespective of 
the following facts: (1) that Leidy expressed some uncertainty as to his separation of 
Deinodon from the Jurassic genus Megalosaurus, (2) that he associated with the types a 

number of large serrate incisor teeth, truncate posteriorly, which probably belong with 

Deinodon, (3) also smaller non-serrate teeth, also truncate posteriorly, which certainly do 
not belong with Deinodon, (4) that he subsequently selected the two latter (2 and 3) as 
the types of Auwblysodon. 

The Cretaceous carnivorous dinosaur of the Judith River beds should, therefore, be 

named Deinodon. Belonging to this is the type species D. horridus, Leidy ; probably also 

the species D. cristatus, Cope and D. levifrons, Cope, from Montana. To Dryptosaurus, on 

the other hand, belongs the large Upper Cretaceous carnivore D. incrassatus, Cope, from 
the Edmonton series of Alberta. 

Family Ornithomimide. Mr. Lambe’s discovery of additional remains of Ornithomimus 
in the Belly River series, as represented by a very large new species, is of great interest. 
Mr. Hatcher states that he found Marsh’s type of this genus, consisting of a foot and a 
portion of a limb, on Cow island, Missouri river, at a level which he estimates from 

1500 to 1600 feet below the summit of the Judith River beds, and 500 to 600 feet below 

the level of Marsh’s type of Ceratops montanus. 

Ornithomimus altus is probably a successor of a comparatively smalland lightly built 
dinosaur recently discovered by the American Museum parties in the Como beds of 

Wyoming.** This Upper Jurassic animal measures 7 feet 4 inches from the tip of its. 

premaxillaries to the tip ofits tail. Estimated by the comparative size of its metapodials 
the Mid-Cretaceous O. alius was 22 feet in length with an extremely long and slender 
tail. The entire absence of vertical spines or neurapophyses in the mid-portion of the 

tail indicates that it was exclusively terrestrial in its habits and adapted to very rapid 
running. The resemblance to its Jurassic ancestor is especially striking in the greatly 
elongated zygapophyses of the caudal vertebrae which replace the neural spines and in 
the lateral compression of the terminal phalanges of the manus. Ornithomimus is more 

progressive than its supposed ancestor, in the development of cursorial rather than 

prehensile phalanges in the pes, these elements having nearly lost the recurved megalo- 

sauroid structure. 

The teeth of this genus are not known; but comparison with its Jurassic prototype 

gives ground for believing, as suggested by Mr. Lambe, that the smaller teeth described 
by Leidy as Auwblysodon may belong in the anterior part of the jaw; this genus, however, 
is by some considered invalid because based in part upon teeth belonging properly to 
Deinodon. 

DinosaurIa: (ORNITHOPODA) IevaNopoNTIA. One of the distinguishing features 
of the Belly River fauna is the great number and variety of the Iguanodonts. Of the 

* Dr. O. P. Hay (Amer. Geologist, xxiv, 1899, p, 346) is of the opinion that Cope was justified in rejecting the 

name Deinodon. 

**Tt will shortly be described by the present writer in a bulletin of the American Museum. 
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generic * types of these animals Trachodon mirabilis, Leidy (1856) is Judith River; Thespe; 
sius occidentalis, Leidy (1858) is from “‘ essentially the same horizon” (Hatcher) in Montana- 

Claosaurus agilis, Marsh (1872) is from the Mid-Cretaceous, Pteranodon beds (Colorado 
series, probably more nearly equivalent to Belly River) ; Cionodon, Cope (1874), Colorado ; 
Diclonius, Cope (1876) ; Pteropelyx, Cope (1889) from Cow island, 40 miles below the 

mouth of the Judith river, (Hatcher) Montana; finally Claorhynchus, Cope (1892) 

regarded by this author as one of the Agathawmida, by Hatcher (op. cit., p. 382) as an 
iguanodont. 

Of undoubted Upper Cretaceous age is Hadrosaurus foulkii, Leidy (New Jersey). 

The separation of Mid- from Upper Cretaceous iguanodonts will, if confirmed by 

closer examination and determination of geological horizons and levels, greatly increase 

our understanding of this most interesting group. Without professing to have made an 

adequate investigation, the writer is strongly of the opinion that the Cretaceous includes 
a number of distinct genera, representing a wide adaptive radiation and probably a 

number of successively parallel phyla. The wide differences in the mode of succession, 
general shape and border sculpturing of the teeth, indicate profound changes which 
required an enormous period of time for their development. 

In the Belly River series we find the new species Trachodon selwyni, Lambe, an 

animal nearly double the size of the Igwanodon mantelli of the English Wealden (Upper 

Jurassic). A more delicately built iguanodont, P. marginatus, Lambe, resembles the less 

robust iguanodont Pteropelyx grallipes, Cope, but is specifically distinct in the border 

sculpture of the teeth. A third new species, or even genus P. (Didanodon) altidens, 
Lambe, distinguished by exceptionally high narrow teeth. 

There are therefore indications of a separation of the Iguanodonts into light and 
heayy limbed series, smaller aud larger, swifter and clumsier, of great variety in tooth 

structure. 

Dinosavuria: CeRaTopsia. In this order, perhaps more than in any other, the resem- 

blance between the Belly River and Montana stages and the contrast between these and 
the Wyoming Laramie stages, so far as known, are distinctly marked. 

* Mr. J. B. Hatcher has just published (Annals of the Carnegie Museum, 1902. Vol. I, Art. XIV. p. 377) a syste- 

matic review of these animals: ‘‘The Genera and Species of the Trachodontidie (Hadrosauride, Claosaurid), Marsh.’ 

He reaches the conclusion: ‘‘ A careful examination of the original desvriptions and figures of the types of the ten 

genera and twenty species enumerated above, shows that there should be a great reduction in each and that the ten 

genera which have been proposed should be reduced to two Trachodon, Leidy,and Claosaurus, Marsh, while the remaining 

eight genera should be treated as synonyms of Trachodon, which should also be made to include JZ. (Claosaurus) anne- 

/ens, Marsh; while the smaller Claosaurus agilis described by Marsh from the Kansas chalks may still be considered as 

pertaining to a distinct genus......... Doubtless many of the species are also synonyms but this can only be 

determined by a careful comparison of the types. ” 
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The type genera are distributed geographically as follows :— 

Wyominc, CONVERSE Co. 
Montana. Wyomine LARAMIE. TA CoLoRADo. 

Monoclonius, Cope. Agathaumas, Cope. Triceratops, Marsh. Polyonax, Cope. 

Dysganus, th (Cretaceous No. 6 or 7.) |Torosaurus,  “ 

Ceratops, Marsh. Sterrholophus, “‘ 

Claorhynchus', Cope. 

Manospondylus, “ 

1 So referred by Cope. Considered by an iguanodont by Hatcher. 

In general the contrast in the Ceratopsia is as follows; future discovery may alter 

these prevailing characters :— 

Betty & Jupira River Cerarorsta. Laramic£ CrraropsiA, Upper CRETACEOUS. 

Of smaller size. Of larger size. 

Nasal horns very large. Nasal horns relatively smaller (Triceratops) or even 
vestigial. 

Small frontal or supraorbital horns. Greatly developed frontal horns. 

Widely open supratemporal fossve. Supratemporal fossee open (Torosaurus) or nearly 
closed (Triceratops). 

Teeth single (? Mfonoclonius) and double fanged. 

Monoclonius is the first name applied to a Montana ceratopsid. The type species, 

M. crassus, Cope, is distinguished by small supraorbital horns, a large supratemporal fossa, 

and a wide squamoso-parietal crest. M. recurvicornis, Cope, is distinguished by a forwardly 

recurved nasal horn; M. sphenoceras, Cope, by a remarkably elongate and laterally com- 
pressed nasal horn; JI. fissus, Cope, by a squamosal of peculiar form.* Ceratops montanus, 
the first of the horned dinosaurs described by Marsh, was found on the Missouri river, 
Montana, in beds which Mr. Hatcher now considers of Judith River age. It is very 

similar to if not generically identical with Monoclonius. If this prove to be the case, 

Cope’s suggestion (op. cit. p. 715) that this family should be called Agathaumidea, rather 
than Ceratopside will deserve consideration. The apparently new species M. dawsoni, 

M. canadensis, and M. belli, discovered by Mr. Lambe in the Belly River series, add to 
the variations in the Monoclonius type of skull in the Mid-Cretaceous. 

It will be observed that five of these species are known to possess large nasal and small 

supraorbital horns. This stage of horn eyolution may be contemporaneous with and 

independent of that in the southern Laramie dinosaurs in which the nasal horns are 

* For the latest account of these types, which are now preserved in the American Museum of Natural History, see 
Cope, ‘‘ The Horned Dinosauria of the Laraniie*’, Amer Nat. 1889, p- 715. 
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invariably smaller than the frontal horns, but coupled with the smaller size and open 
temporal fosse, it would appear to be more primitive. 

The new genus Stegoceras, proposed in this memoir, may represent a type with small 
nasal horns, as in some of the Laramie Ceratopsids, such as Sterrholophus. 

It is not at all improbable that the horned dinosaurs will prove to be diphyletic, one 

line with persistent open fosse leading from Monoclonius to Torosaurus, the other leading 

to Triceratops with closed foss. 

MAMMALIA. 

Of the two Mammals discovered in the Belly River, Ptilodus primevus, judging by 
the condition of the grooves upon its premolars and tubercles upon its molar teeth, is 
undoubtedly more primitive than the Laramie plagiaulacids. 

5. GENERAL CONCLUSION. 

The conclusion is that the Belly River fauna is more ancient in character both as to 
the older types of animals which it contains and as to the stages of evolution among 
animals which are also represented in the Laramie. The geological interval represented 
by the Ft. Pierre-Fox Hills marine beds was accompanied by the extinction of certain 
Jurassic types and progressive evolution of the persistent types. Finally the tossil 
vertebrates hitherto described from Montana probably are, in part at least, of Mid-Cretace- 
ous or Belly River age. 

AMERICAN Musrkum oF NaTuRAL HIstTory, 

July 25, 1902. 
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA 

2—NEW GENERA AND SPECIES FROM THE BELLY RIVER SERIES 

(MID-CRETACEOUS). 

By LAWRENCE M. LAMBE. 

The present report consists of descriptions or determinations of vertebrate remains, 

from the Belly River series of the Cretaceous, collected by the writer during the summers 
of 1897, 1898 and 1901 in the Red Deer river district. 

The species represented in these collections belong for the most part to the class 
Reptilia. 

In 1897, the writer descended Red Deer river, starting from the viliage of Red 

Deer, and made collections from the Edmonton subdivision of the Laramie, between 

Red Deer village and Willow creek, and from the Belly River series between Bull Pound 
creek and Dead Lodge caiion. 

The results of this expedition fully realized the belief of Dr. George M. Dawson, 
Director of the Geological Survey, that a systematic collection of the dinosaurian and 
other reptilian remains, that were known to occur abundantly and in an excellent state 
of preservation in the rocks of the Edmonton and Belly River series in the vicinity of 
Red Deer river would prove to be of scientific value and interest. 

In this year, however, it was found that the best results were obtained in the Belly 
River series, in the vicinity of Berry creek. Accordingly this locality was revisited in 
1898, and again in 1901, and collections made from the Belly River series ouly, in an 

extensive area of “bad lands” on either side of Red Deer river between Berry creek 
and Dead Lodge canon. 

To Dr. G. M. Dawson, Mr. Rh. G. McConnell and Mr. J. B. Tyrrell principally, belongs 
the credit of having elucidated the geology of the Cretaceous and Laramie rocks 
in the region extending from Milkriver on the south to north of Red Deer river, in which 
region the Belly River series has an extensive development, its boundary having been 
traced for over 150 miles in underlying contact with the Pierre-Fox Hills group, with 
abundant and conclusive proof of the subordinate position of the former to the latter. 

Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, in his report on the geology of northern Alberta,* divided the 
rocks of Laramie age, overlying the marine Pierre-Fox Hills group, into a lower and a 

* Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada, Annual Report, new series, vol. II., part E. 1886. 
4 
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higher subdivision, which he called respectively the Edmonton and the Paskapoo series. 

The Edmonton series he regarded as closing Cretaceous times, the Paskapoo rocks he 

considered as the representatives of the beginning of the Tertiary epoch. The Paskapoo 

series is a fresh-water deposit, the Edmonton series is of brackish-water origin. 

Of the Belly River series Dr. Dawson writes* :—“ in the region of the Bow and Belly 
rivers, the Pierre is underlaid by an extensive fresh and brackish-water series, consisting 

of sandy argillites and sandstones; the upper portion is characteristically pale in tint, 
the lower generally darker and yellowish or brownish. This has been called the Belly 
River series, and appears to correspond precisely to that occupying a similar stratigra- 
phical position on the Peace river, and there designated the Dunvegan series. These 

indicate the existence of a prolonged interval in the western Cretaceous area, during 
which the sea was more or lessexcluded from the ‘gion, and its place occupied for long 

periods by lagoons or fresh-water lakes. Below these, both in the region of the Bow and 

Belly and on the Peace rivers, is a sevond series of dark shales which may probably 
represent the Benton group of the Missouri sections.” 

The approximate maximum ascertained thickness of the series, according to Dr. 

Dawson, + is 910 feet. 

The same authority, in describing these rocks, remarks,t that “the separation of the 

lower, or yellowish and banded portion ot the Belly River series,” from the upper or 
pale part, “is made merely for convenience of description, and is probably not 

warranted in any other sense. The distinctive characters of the two portions of the 

series are indeed so indefinite that though little hesitation might be felt in relegating a 
given large exposure to one or other, the points of difference vanish when any attempt 

to draw a precise line is made.” 

The following section, as seen on Fossil coulée, in the Milk river district is regarded 
by Dr. Dawson || as a representative one of the upper or pale part of the series; the beds 

in descending order are :-— 

Feet. Inches. 

Dark gray, soft, sandy clay............. SOMA cto mOds Obed SdaoM 6 0 

Yellowish sand or soft sandstone... ......... SALES CEES BBs eianeels 4 0 

Gray, soft sands, with some bands of clay..................... os ID 0 

Gray, soft sandstone... ..... peat 

Greenish-gray clay.. .... 

0 

Grayasorttushaly;sundstonesimees es eee ee) =P eee Lita Med egs 1 0 

Gray, soft, sand and sandy clay 0) 

Greenish-gray clay.......... 0 

Nodular layer of impure calcareous ironstone .................-- 1 6 

Wellowish;fime/sand! orsoftisandstone... - 0 ..\.- 2 ae ele oer 6 

Dark gray, sandy clay......... SE ADE SORTA SS 5 3 6 

Greenish-gray sands, irregularly hardened and forming projecting cornice- 

like Mayers'of sandstone~-0/. <<) 2124 191-107. ease eee ee eee 8 6 

Greenish clay, with large impure septarian ironstone nodules........... 8 0 

* Descriptive sketch of the Physical Geography and Geology of the Dominion of Canada by A.R.C. Selwyn and 
G. M. Dawson, 1884, p. 40. 

+Report of Progress, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Canada. 1882-3-4, p. 112 c. 

t Ibid, p. 117 ¢. 

Thid, p. 50 c. 
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Greenish-gray, sandy clays and) claysi..).).\. 2/22 es clearness 2+ 2 esicya esi 10 0 

Yellowish-gray, sandy clay, with layer full of small clay Paibies at top... 10 0 

Wellowish-srayutineysonopsan dir iyetelsisaarebl stelle raat eae elses 3 0 

Brown-weathering, shaly sandstone, becoming conglomeritic with small 

clay pebbles in some places (locally developed)...... ........... 1 6 

Gray, soft, fine sand. aU AN LUM sic anid opal A SNC rede HN a 3 0 
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Pale greenish-gray, soft, sandy clay ...... ARE UN Lal hide Pai eestsye Uber saa 4 6 

Gray, soft, clayey sand. The upper portion full oe oa soft ironstone 
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In the Red Deer river district the upper beds of the series are represented, with 

probably the upper part of the lower beds. They consist mainly of, from about 200 to 

400 feet of alternating soft, light gray, clayey sandstones and grayish and dark clays with 
thin beds of ironstone and layers of ironstone nodules. Thick beds of yellowish sand- 
stone also occur near the base. These yellowish sandstones appear to be at about the 

dividing line between the upper and lower portions of the series. 

The Belly River series is correlated by Dr. Dawson* with the Judith River series of 
the Missouri. 

One of the first reports, if not the first, to appear on reptilian remains from western 
Canada, was that of Professor E. D. Cope, which took the form of an appendix to Dr G. 

M. Dawson’s “ Report on the Geology and Resources of the forty-ninth parallel ” issued in 

1875. Professor Cope here described certain dinosaurian, cheloniau and fish remains 

from the ‘ Fort Union group” of Milk river. 

Since then, reference has been made, from time to time in the reports of the Geolo- 

gical Survey, to the discovery of reptilian remains in the Laramie and Belly River series, 
at various localities in the north-west. Unfortunately, the collecting of such remains 
has not been systematically undertaken and, except in one instance, no detailed report 

has appeared on the occasional remains of reptiles brought from the west, that exception 

being the description given by Professor Cope, + in 1892, of two skulls of Lelaps incras- 
satus, obtained in 1884 and 1889, by Mr. J.B. Tyrrell and Mr. T. C. Weston, respectively, 

on Red Deer river, from rocks of the Edmonton series. 

One of the chief difficulties, encountered in studying the remains of the dinosaurs 
and other reptiles from the Red Deer river district, arises from the fact that the bones are 

generally very much scattered, separate bones of different species occurring together, the 
finding of a number of bones, of one individual, in their natural relative position to each 
other being rare. 

As a rule the bones are well preserved but very fragile, so that the greatest care is 
requisite, and special precautions necessary, before their removal can be attempted. 

* Report on the Geology and Resources of the forty-ninth parallel, 1875, p. 156, and Report of Progress, Geol. and 

Nat. Hist. Survey of Canada, 1882-3-4. p. 119 c. 

+On the skull of the Dinosaurian Lelaps incrassatus, Cope.” Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., vol. xxx, p. 240, 1892. 
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The writer wishes to acknowledge the assistance rendered to him, by Dr. O. P. Hay, 

of the American Museum of Natural History, who by the expression of his views regard- 

ing the affinities of some of the species of turtles represented in the collections, and by 

other courtesies, greatly facilitated the work connected with the determination and 

description of these interesting reptiles. 

In 1901, Mr. L. Heber Cole, of Montreal, acted as assistant in the field, and contributed 

materially to the success of the expedition of that year. 

The writer is particularly indebted to Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn, Curator of 

the Department of Vertebrate Paleontology of the American Museum of Natural History, 

New York, for his co-operation in the study of the structure, systematic relations and 

nomenclature, pursued partly in Ottawa, partly in the American Museum by comparison 

with the extensive Cope collection. 

PISCES. 

MyYLeEpapuHus, Cope. 

MYLEDAPHUS BIPARTITUS, Cope. 

Plate XIX, figs. 1 and 2. 

Myledaphus bipartitus. Cope. 1876. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel., p. 260. 

This species is represented by many teeth found separate in all cases. Their varia- 

tion in size is considerable, the smallest measuring about 225 mm. on the longer 

diameter of the crown, whilst the largest collected has a diameter of 9 mm, in the same 
direction. The proportions of the majority of the specimens are nearly constant. Measure- 

ments taken from an average sized tooth almost coincide with those given by the 
author of the species in his original description. In the majority of the specimens the 
crown is irregularly striated in a direction at right angles to and on both sides of the 

line dividing it into halves although generally one half has fewer striations than the 

other. The crowns of some of the teeth are smoother than those of others, a difference 

due probably to age. 

Measurements of an average sized tooth. 

M. 

eng thilofitooth): a... ce sane 4 SS ie oth Sole Sore i, RAE ee -0055 

Long diameter of crown.......... Seva es secant Spotl ache Sea ob « peed epaeiee “0062 

Short “ Sas SOIC e Ee nS cote nti Hach icto ots.0'o < 0045 

en othvohimootn ae <n ee cic, ache aioe iris see te ay hieih, rats a etiarey te tree ero 0030 

oneidiameterioncoote. Wainer) = seers ee ohare Sey ee eal na ! “0042 

Short ‘ NOT ear te thc Se pech enews shh dak SR LESS, See 0030 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1898 and 1901. 

Dr. G. M. Dawson collected a number of specimens on Belly river, N.W.T. (Nos. 40 

and 41), in 1881, and Mr. Weston specimens in Irvine coulée, near Irvine station on 

the line of the C.P.R., in 1888. 
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Cope, in describing this genus, was doubtful as to its affinities, but states ‘“‘ that the 

form of the root recalls the Elasmobranchi:, and that of the crown some of the rays.” 

The types he recorded as from the Fort Union beds of Montana. 

ACIPENSER, Linneeus. 

ACIPENSER, ALBERTENSIS Sp. nov. 

Plate XXI, fig. 9. 

The strongly keeled and highly ornamented shield shown on plate X XI, apparently 

represents an ancient sturgeon, for which the above name is proposed. The ornamenta- 

tion consists of rounded, coalescent ridges and nodes in high relief, and quite smooth, not 

very unlike the sculptured surface of the shell of some species of turtles. 

This genus has not hitherto been known from rocks lower than the Tertiary. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, District of Alberta, 1901. 

Lrepipotus, Agassiz. 

LEPIDOTUS OCCIDENTALIS, Leidy. 

Plate XIX, fig. 3. 

Lepidotus occidentalis, Leidy, 1860. Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. Extinct Vertebrata from the Judith 

River and Great Lignite formations of Nebraska, pl. 11, figs. 20-23. 

Numerous scales, from the “bad lands” of Red Deer river, are apparently not 

distinguishable from those described by Leidy under the name Lepidotus occidentalis. 

The scale figured is fairly representative of those in the collections, as regards form 

and size. The lozenge-shaped, enamelled outer surface is smooth and shiny, with gener- 

ally a few small, puncture or pit-like depressions scattered toward the centre; a few 

growth lines are generally observed parallel to its edge. Length of specimen figured 18's 

mm., greatest thickness 3:0 mm. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1898 and 1901. 

Similar scales were collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson on Belly river, N.W.T. (Nos. 

40 and 41), in 1881, and by Mr. T. C. Weston, at Ross coulée, near Irvine on the line of 

the C.P.R., in 1884. 

RHINEASTES, Cope. 

RHINEASTES ERUCIFERUS, Cape. (sp.) 

Ceratodus eruciferus, Cope. 1876. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel., p. 259. 

A number of fragments of cranial bones are referred to this species after comparison 
with the type from the “ Fort Union” beds of Montana. The sculpture consists of strong 
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parallel or divergent ribs that, in places, frequently coalesce and are sometimes inter- 
rupted; when divergent, additional ribs are intercalated at intervals. Fragments of 
spines with parallel grooves and ridges, running in the direction of the length, are 
thought to belong to the same fish. 

These remains resemble, somewhat, the corresponding parts of some of the species of 

Rhineastes described by Cope from the Tertiary of the western States, and are here 

assigned, at least provisionally, to that genus. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901. 

DipHyopus. Gen. nov. 

DIPHYODUS LONGIROSTRIS. Sp. nov. 

Plate XV., figs. 18 and 19. 

The bone figured on the above plate affords evidence of the complete coalescence of 

the premaxille in a fish to form a long, slender, snout armed with teeth that succeeded 

each other in a regular alternating manner. These characters have suggested the names 

of the genus and species proposed. 

The specimen is in the form of a comparatively thick plate bent, on itself, so as to be 

U-shaped in transverse section ; it is imperfect at both ends, is 23 mm. long, tapers slightly 
toward the front, and is 4 mm. broad posteriorly and 3°5 mm. broad at its anterior end. 
There is no evidence of a median longitudinal suture. The sides of the hollow semi-cylin- 
der thus formed, are slightly over 1 mm. thick, but the thickness of the basal part is over 
Zmm. On the flattened upper surface of the two sides, are preserved, circular bases of 

teeth, anchylosed to the bone, that appear as raised circles, averaging ‘80 mm. in diameter 

and about 2 mm. apart from centre to centre. On the right side there are nine teeth repre- 

sented at equal intervals, but on the left side, although there were a like number of 
teeth, the interspaces are not soregular. Shallow subquadrangular depressions, varying 

in number from one to three, according to the length of the interspace, occur between 
the tooth-bases. Each depression represents the former position of a tooth that has fallen 

out or has been broken off. 

A circle of minute pits or foramina surrounds each tooth-base; similar but less 
regular pits occur in the intervening depresssions and a few are observed within the 

tooth-bases themselves. Two tubular canals, placed side by side, above the centre of the 

base, pierce the bone longitudinally throughout its length. The bottom of the median 
groove between the two rows of teeth has an undulating surface. The sides and rounded 
base of the bone are smooth and show irregular longitudinal lines of small pit-like 
markings. One of the tooth-bases at the posterior end is decidedly subquadrangular or 

oval in shape with its larger diameter transverse. 

Two or three fragments present the same characteristics of structure. 

Belly River series, Red Deer rive:, 1901. 
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SCAPHERPETON, Cope. 

SCAPHERPETON TECTUM, Cope. 

Plate ITI, figs. 4-8. 

Scapherpeton tectum, Cope. 1876. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel. vol. xxviii, p. 355. 

This species is represented in the collection by a number of trunk vertebra and 

atlases. Almost as many of the latter as of the former were obtained, a peculiarity that 
can be accounted for only by supposing that the stout, compact form of the atlas aided 

in saying it from breakage. 

The trunk vertebre, of which one of the best is figured, are biconcave, with well 

developed pre-and postzygapophyses, a backwardly directed, stout neural spine whose 

basal front extends forward as a prominent keel between the prezygapophyses. A number 
of foramina enter the spine in its upper half where it is seen to be hollow. The centrum 

is pinched or laterally compressed below, so as to produce a strong carination inferiorly, 

and an elongation of the articular cups downward. The notochord is not persistent ; 

the foramine for its entry into the central body are conspicuous at the bottom of the 

articular cups. The diapophysis is directed outward and backward and has an irregular, 

figure 8 shaped, transverse section, as described by Cope. -A foramen enters the base of 
the diapophysis from in front, another from behind and, on the right side of the vertebra 

figured, one also enters from below. In figure 4 the neural spine and the postzygapo- 
physes are restored from a separate spine to the base of which the zygapophyses remain 

attached. In one of the larger vertebrae, the roof of the neural canal is angularly 
vaulted and the front border of the arch between the prezygapophyses is notched and 

turned slightly upward. Numerous small foramina occur in all parts of the vertebre. 

Three figures are given of one of the largest and best preserved atlases, to show the 

two facets for articulation with the occipital condyles of the skull, the anterior process 
projecting from the centrum between the two facets, and the articular cup behind. A 

number of foramina occur in the coneave inferior surface of the atlas. Other foramina 
occur as depicted. 

Measurements. 
Of trunk vertebra : M. 
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Antero-posterior diameter of neural spine measured from between postzygapo- 
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Of atlas : 
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The position of this genus was not definitely determined, but its author considered 
that the structure of a proximal limb bone, and the form of the diapophyses of the verte- 

bree referred it with much probability to the Urodela, and that the biconcave centra 
placed it nearest to the Amblystomide. Also that other structural points indicated a 

family different from any of those now living. 

A small right maxilla of which, two views are given (plate XV, figs. 16 and 17) is of 

interest. It is almost perfect anteriorly. Its upper border comes to a sharp edge, from 

which posteriorly a small fragment has been broken off, as indicated in the figure. A 
. ridge extends the length of the bone on the inner side at about mid-height at the centre 

but curving downward to near the lower margin in front. Posteriorly two sutural sur- 

faces occur, one on the inner side in continuance of the ridge, the other emarginates the 

upper border. Between these two surfaces the bone is shallowly excavated. Six large 
foramina occur in a line at about mid-height in the anterior half of the outer surface. 
The lower border of the maxilla is broad and bears eight subquadrately elliptical tooth- 
bases with their greater diameters transverse to the length of the jaw. Small foraminal 
openings occur encircling the outer surface of the tooth-bases. Teeth have been lost from 

the jaw leaving shallowly depressed interspaces. 

The relationship of this bone is not clearly understood, but it is for the present asso- 

ciated with Scapherpeton tectum. It occurred with and is of the same colour and texture 

as the vertebree of that species. 

Jed ah eIMUbILAY, 

SAUROPTERYGIA. 

PLESIOSAURID. 

CrmoniasauRus, Leidy. 

CIMOLIASAURUS MAGNUS, Leidy. 

Cimoliasaurus magnus, Leidy. 1852. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel., vol. v, p. 325, and ibid, 1854 

vol. vii, p. 72, pl. 11, figs. 4-6. 

Cimoliasawrus magnus, Leidy. 1865. Cretaceous Reptiles of the United States, p. 25, pl. v, figs 

13-19 and pl. v1, (Smithsonian Contr. to Knowledge, vol. xiv). 

Fourteen cervical vertebrae, found within a limited space and probably belonging to 

one individual, are referred to this species ; they form a tolerably complete series with a 

gradual increase in size from front to back. 

These vertebrae agree with those of the type species in form but are smaller. 

The centra may be described as shorter than broad, with concave sides and lower 
surface, articular faces ellipsoidal, sligthly concave with angular margins, costal facet 
placed low on the sides. Neural arches in all the specimens, broken off, except in one, 

apparently a late cervical, in which the basal part on one side is preserved, showing the 
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height of the neural canal. The bases of the ribs still remain in a few cases. In the 
supposed late cervical, the costal facet extends upward on to the base of the neural arch. 
Two large foramina, placed one on either side of the median line of the lower surface 
and separated by a low ridge, are connected with a passage that opens into the neural 

canal by two separate apertures. The neural canal is about as high as it is wide. 

Measurements. 

A small vertebra from anterior end of series : M. 
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A larger vertebra from posterior end of series : 
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According to Cope, Discosaurus is specifically identical with this genus. Whilst under 
the generic name Cimoliasaurus, Lydekker* has included Brimosaurus, Leidy, and Elas- 
mosaurus and Polycotylus of Cope. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, below Berry creek, 1898 and 1901. 

CHELONIA. 

TRIONYCHID&. 

TRIoNYX, Geoffroy. 

TRIONYX FOvEATUS, Leidy. 

Plate I, figs. 1 and 2. 

Trionyx foveatus, Leidy. 1860. Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. vol. xi, p. 148, pl. xi, figs. 1 and 2. 
a ie Lambe. 1902. Geol. Survey of Canada, Summary Report for 1901, p. 81, pls. 1 

and i. 

Trionyt foveatus was originally described by Leidy from small fragments of costal and 
sternal bones from the Judith River beds of Nebraska. 

A carapace, from the Belly River series of the Red Deer river district, lacks only the 
nuchal plate, which unfortunately was missing. 

*Cat. of Foss. Reptilia and Amphibia, Brit. Mus., pt. I, p. 211, 1889. 

5 
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This carapace (fig. 1) is a little broader than long, and is only slightly convex. 

Seen from above, its anterior, posterior and lateral curves are flattened so as to make the 

outline subquadrangular. The eight pairs of costals are entire and there are six neural 

Fie. 1.—Carapace of Trionyx foveatus, from Red Deer river; a, outline of the transverse curve of its upper surface. 

Five-eighths the natural size. VU, Nuchal hone (restored) ; NZ, Ja, 2, &e., Neural bones ; C7. 2. &c., Costal bones. 

bones of which the anterior one is divided. Neural 1 is broader than long with convex 

sides, neural 1a is longer than broad, broadest near its posterior end and has concave 
sides. Neurals 2, 8 and 4 are six-sided, neural 5 is oblong, and neural 6, lying for the 
most part between the sixth costals, is shield-shaped, narrowing to a point behind. The 

seventh costals are suturally united at their inner ends, where they develop a breadth 
sufficient to separate the eighth costals from each other. These last are subtriangular in 
shape, with three convex sides. The nuchal plate was evidently small, as the lateral 

termination of the suture (c, in figure 1) between it and the first costal indi- 
cates a side extension not far past a point in advance of the mid-length of the first costal ; 

its lateral ends lie beneath the front border of the first costals and are not seen from 

above. 
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Small, shallow, rounded depressions mark the surface of the neurals and the inner 

ends of the costals. In the latter, as the distance from the neurals increases, the de- 

pressions gradually grow larger and more decided, becoming often reniform or oval, and 

frequently coalescing, until in the distal ends of the costals a few more or less conti- 
nuous furrows are formed parallel to the outer margins of the plates. These furrows are 

a conspicuous feature in the sculpture; they are not so well marked on the posterior 

margin of the carapace, but are well developed near the front edges of the first costals. 
In the neurals and inner halves of the costals there is a narrow, smooth strip, devoid ol 

sculpture, bordering the sutures. The rib-heads are well developed. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Estimated length of carapace along median line (6 58, inches)..... ....-.... -168 

Length of carapace, along median line, from aero edge of neural 1 to 
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The hyosternal and hyposternal bones of this species, shown in fig. 2, page 386, 
belong to individuals of larger size than the one represented by the carapace. The mis- 
sing parts in fig. 2 are restored from a number of other specimens in the collection, of 
which no two are exactly alike. The sculpture differs considerably from that of the 
carapace and is shown on plate I, fig. 2. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901; also numerous costal bones and fragments 
of the carapace with separate neural bones as well as hyoplastra and Titratarslivsiane faunal 

bones of the endoskeleton, 1897, 1898 and 1901. 

Dr. G. M. Dawson collected fragments of the carapace on Belly River, N. W. T. 
(Nos. 40 and 41) in 1881. 

Trionyx planus,* Owen and Bell, a British Lower Eocene species, described from the 

posterior half of the carapace, bears a strong general resemblance to T. foveatus as regards 

the sculpture, and also in the absence of the coenen and eighth neurals, accompanied by 
a similar curtailment of the sixth neural. 

* Monograph of the British Reptilia of the London Clay, part I, p. 58, tab. XIX c, 1849. Palwontographical Society. 
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The strong development of the seventh costals, found in the Red Deer river carapace, 

resulting in a reduction of the eighth pair of costals, is probably an irregularity of growth 

of no specific importance. 

Fic. 2.—A, The lower or outer surface of the right hyoplastral and hypoplastral bones of V’rionyx foveatus ; B, the 

lower surface of a Jeft hyoplastal. Natural size. 

TRIONYX VAGANS, Cope. 

Plate I, figs. 3 and 4. 

Trionyx vagans, Cope. 1874. Bull., U.S. Geol. Surv. Terrs., No. 2, p. 27; and 1875, Vertebrata 

of Cretaceous Formations of the West, p. 96, pl. vi, figs. 13 and 14. 

Trionyx vagans, Lambe. 1902. Geol. Survey of Canada, Summary Report for 1901, p. 81, pls. 
lii and iv. 



This species was first described 

from “a number of fragments of costal 

bones and perhaps of sternals also”’ 

from the “ Lignite Cretaceous of Colo- 
rado ; near the mouth of the Big Horn 

river, Montana; Long lake, Nebraska ; 

found at the last two localities by Dr. 
Hayden.” Later, in 1875,in “The Verte- 

brata of the Cretaceous Formations of 

the West” thesame description appears; 

this time with figures of two fragments 

of costal bones. 

A carapace (fig. 3) referable to this 

species, was obtained in 1901, from the 

Belly River series of Red Deer river 
below Berry creek. 

Fie- 3.—Carapace of Trionyx vagans, from Red Deer ; a, out 

Itis broader than long, the breadth line of the traverse curve of its upper surface. One-eighth the 

exceeding ihe length by more than one- natural size. Letters as in figure 1, page 34. 

sixth, and is only moderately convex. In outline, as seen from above, it is flat behind with 

the sides curving broadly to the front margin, at the centre of which thereis a shallow 

concavity. The shell protrudes where the ribs pass outward from beneath, causing the 

lateral margin to be sinuous, the sinuosity being most marked toward the front in the 
first, second and third pairs of costal plates. Of the eight pairs of costals, the first costals 
are the broadest at the inner ends, whilst the fifth are the broadest distally. The seventh 
costals are extremely narrow throughout their length and the eighth pair is well developed. 
The first costals increase in breadth rather suddenly at their outer ends and are separated 

by a divided first neural plate. The neurals gradually decrease in breadth to the fifth, 
their sides being not so nearly parallel to each other as those of the corresponding plates 
in T. foveatus. The sixth and last neural is very much reduced in size and is irregularly 

ovalin outline. Of the protruding rib-ends, all the six of the left side were secured, in 

a fair state of preservation, except the one belonging to the first costal and it was obtained 
in part. The rib-heads are well developed. In the figure, the nuchal plate is represented 

as entire. Of the carapace under consideration, the central part only of the nuchal plate, 
extending from the margin in front to the suture behind, was found, but fortunately the 

left end of a nuchal, of another individual of similar size, showing the left front margin 
and the suture between the plate and the first costal with part of the latter adherent, 

supplied the deficiency. The sculpture consists of a network of narrow ridges, ramifying 
and inosculating so as to enclose small, sunken aree of irregular shape and size, the aree 

being generally wider than the ridges are broad. The frequent confluence of a varying 
number of areze results in a more open pattern, the ridges at times showing a tendency to 

run in parallel lines. The sculpture is not so distinctly defined near the sides of the carapace 
as itis toward and at the centre and anteriorly, but in the hinder part it is more decidedly 
rugose, the ridges being here higher and the enclosed arez larger. Near the intercostal 
sutures, more particularly in the inner halves of the costal bones, the sculpture is partially 

effaced and consists of low, poorly defined parallel ridges at right angles to the sutures, 
forming a distinct border, with a maximum breadth of about 5 mm. A smooth border, 
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broadest at the sides of the carapace and narrowest in front, extends along the whole of 

the peripheral edge. 

As regards a divided first neural in species of this genus, it is interesting to note 
that Lydekker, in describing 7. »elitensis, from the Miocene of Malta, in 1891 (Quarterly 

Journal of the Geological Society, vol. xLVU, p. 37, fig. 1), mentions the occurrence in the 

Miocene species of a divided first neural, and remarks (p. 37) that “all the fossil species 
hitherto described, of which the entire carapace is known, agree with the normal type in 

having but a single long neural between the first pair of costals.” 

Ueasurements. 

M. 

Length of carapace along median line (183 inches)....-...-.6..-..5--2..-5 “470 

Maximum breadth of carapace (23,2, inches)......... 02... ... 20052 eee -590 

Breadth of first costal at inner end............ 1 Ute, Suan ea! aa Welle ea eee OCD 

Thickness of same near inner end......... J Srey jotayad ea scdlsee LA alien os eae ETERS -009 

Mhicknessonsamevab Outer end sree ieee eerie cise enereie ecient rere “012 

Breadth of fifth costal at outer end........,........-:.0+,+--- PUTA BL Sate ILI) 

Mhicknessiofssamevat Ouber endy yer ecin } delete eacariecie CiNcic eane er eee ete -013 

Breadth at mid-length of seventh costal..... .- 00.00. eee wee clei “08 

Thickness at centre of eighth costal ............ wife bb eraetsvcinuens lereaecerne erent ps Aura OSLO) 

Maximumbsbreadth of meoural elas cisereeraivereuetorciel yore er eievaciereliete orators Lee Rs se ODO 

Maximum breadth of neural) lat tere uetas iso ete elered oeteitiertelal-aaretetcletevere ee -039 

Ten pbhyokisameskass. citer tine ele io tee ek eek me site eie ey Cet ref Rese re — +043 

Thickness of nuchal plate at#lleft) endsy7-).csss. 3 se1-o ei allie) Wetter etait “018 
Length of vertebral centrum .......... WARSI aa OPIS CrSb IS OD} ans 8 4 Batata Wc “045 

Belly River series, Red Deer River, 1897, 1898 and 1901; besides the carapace above 

described, separate costals and neurals, and parts of the endoskeleton. 

Also in 1880, Professor John Macoun, neurals and fragments of costals, from Mackay 

creek, near Walsh, a station on the C. P. R., about twenty-eight miles east of Medicine 

Hat; and in 1881, Dr. G. M. Dawson, from Belly river, N.W.T. (No. 41), fragments of 

costal bones. ; 

ADOCID A. 

Apocus, Cope. 

Apocus (?) LINEOLATUS, Cope, 

Adocus (?) lineolatus, Cope. 1875. Report U. S. Geol. Survey Terrs., vol. ii. Vertebrata of 

Cretaceous Formations of the West, p. 92, pl. vi, figs. 11 and 12. 

This species, readily recognized by its neat and characteristic sculpture, is repre- 
sented by two well preserved fragments, one, part of the right hyoplastral, the other, from 
the margin of the carapace in advance of the right axillary notch. The sculpture has the 
appearance of that of Adocus variolosus, in miniature, with the roughness worn down. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901. 
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Apocus VARIOLOSUS, Cope. (sp.) 

Plate II, figs. 1, 2 and 3. 

Compsemys ogmius, Cope. 1875. Report on the Geology and Resources of the forty-ninth parallel, 

appendix B. 

Compsemys variolosus, Cope. 1876. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel,, vol. xxvii, p. 257. 

Adocus variolosus, Lambe. 1901. Ottawa Naturalist, vol, xv, p. 63, pls. m1, Iv, v, and v1. 

The proportions of the component élements of the plastron of this species can be seen 
by referring to figures 4 and 5, where restored outlines are given, based on two 
fragments of the same shell, which are represented in the figure by the shaded portions. 
The sutures between the bones are shown by the sinuous lines and the boundaries of 
the shields by the heavy ones. The dotted lines represent the supposed shape of the end 

of the posterior lobe, the direction of the sulcus defining the front limit of the femoral 
shields, and the position of the sulcus that probably crossed the xiphiplastrals, whilst the 
extent of the hypoplastrals is conjectural. 

1 Set 
6 5 

Fic. 4—Plastron of Adocus variolosus ; one-sixth the natural size. Fic. 5—Uppper or inner surface of the same plastron, from Red 
Deer river, Alberta. 

IG, Intergular shield; G, Gular do.; HUM, Humeral do. ; PEC, Pectoral do.; AB, Abdominal do. 3; FHM, Femoral do.; AN, Anal do. ; 
EP, Epiplastral bone ; HN7'P, Entoplastral do. ; HYP, Hyoplastral do. ; HPP, Hypoplastral do. ; XP, Xiphiplastral do. 
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The plastron is flat except at the sides where it bends evenly upward, the lobes are 

short and broad, and the sternal bridge long. The entoplastral is roughly pentagonal 
and rather broad. The epiplastrals are of not unusual size and shape, whilst the hyo- 
plastrals are relatively large. A divided intergular shield separates two small gulars, 
behind which are well developed humeral shields. The pectorals narrow rapidly 

toward the sides where they and the abdominals meet a series of inframarginals that 
overlap the peripheral bones. All the sulci are deep and conspicuous except those 

marking the position of the inframarginals, the anterior boundaries ofthe gulars, and the 
division of the intergular. These latter, however, are sharply and clearly defined. The 
sutural line between the hypoplastrals and the xiphiplastrals is shown in the smaller of 

the two fragments. 

The sculpture consists, when most rugose, of well excavated pits of a rounded hex- 

agonal outline arranged quincuncially ; the dividing ridges are angular and narrower 
than the pits are wide, their angularity and height being more pronounced at the junc- 
tion of every three pits with each other. The formation thus, of three-surfaced, pyrami- 
dal projections between the excavations, gives to the shell of this turtle its very charac- 

teristic and rugose appearance. There are about seven pits in a space of 20 mm. In 

places a number of pits, as many as half a dozen or more, may coalesce so as to form a 

continuous groove. The sculpture is most rugose near the edges of both carapace and 

plastron, elsewhere its roughness is modified and generally toward the centre of the shell 
the surface is comparatively smooth. 

On the inner or upper side of the plastron (fig. 5, page 39) the rugose sculpture 
extends inward for some distance from the free edges of the lobes, more particularly at 
the extreme anterior end, where also the bone is very much thickened. A decided 
thickening also occurs in the axillary region. The oval outlines on the xiphiplastrals (P, 
fig. 5 ) show the position of smooth, slightly raised, flat surfaces that are apparently facets 

for the articulation of the pubic bones. 

Large fragments o1 the carapace show that the costals are thin and are united to the 
comparatively thick marginal bones by suture and that the sulci are deep and well 

defined. In some of the marginal bones the rib-prolongations from the adjacent costals 
are preserved. The rib-heads of the costals are apparently well developed. 

In 1901, the anterior half of a plastron (fig. 6, page 41), with the front border of the 
carapace intact, was obtained below the mouth of Berry creek. This specimen, repre- 

senting an individual, with a plastron about *840 mm. in length, gives the relative 

position of the plastron to the carapace anteriorly and also shows an enlargement of the 

right pectoral shield to the left of the median line of the plastron resulting in a decided 
diminution in the size of the left pectoral shield. 

Additional material includes two or three neural bones, some of the bones of the 

endoskeleton and a few small, thick, conical scutes from the tail. These latter have 

an upper surface whose sculpture is an exaggeration of that of the most rugose parts of 

the shell. 

The types of Compsemys ogmius, Cope, from the “ Fort Union group” of Milk river, 

consisting of two small, poorly preserved fragments of costal bones, show sculpture 
markings so similar to those characteristic of A. variolosus, that the writer is of the opinion 
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that the two species are identical. On account of the poorness of the type specimens of 
C. ogmius and to avoid confusion the specific name variolosus is retained. 

Fic. 6.—Anterior half of the shell of Adocus variolosus, from Red Deer river ; ventral aspect showing the front margin 

of the carapace, One-fifth natural size. 

The foregoing characters indicate a Chelonian that cannot be retained in the genus 
Compsemys, which is closely allied to Plewrosternon and possesses a mesoplastral element. 

The presence of two small gular shields separated by a divided* or double intergular 
shield (in reality two intergulars), and of a series of inframarginals, the absence of a 
mesoplastral and of a sutural union of the pelvis with the plastron, together with an 
abbreviation of the lobes and a decided lengthening of the sternal bridge are characters 

that suggest such close affinities to the genus Adocus of Cope, that this species has been 
referred to that genus. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Estimated length of plastron (284 inches)...................------ es *720 

Length along median line from anterior end to posterior border of pectoral 

SHIEK G LON ie Ms 6 6i)k cath lege clea ene a PPO MISES Panis t Lens 295 

Breadth from median line to lateral suture (= half of breadth of plastron)., 280 

Length of entoplastral.............. ay MORAN: BCE GRR A gee *085 

Maximum breadth of entoplastral........ BOIAS cobhatatiepad agate se hd = pe *123 

Thickness midway between gulars.. ....,.......-.-..---- UIE ce eo gee *035 

Thickness at centre of gular shields...... E/N Sepa MaS Sia gia arso Aero 033 

Thickness on median line at posterior border of pectoral shield..... ...... 013 

Thickness at posterior edge of hyoplastral near left boundary of abdominal shield —- 007 

Thickness in axillary region near lateral suture......... LW rah ah se rsa Aaa 032 

Thickness midway between entoplastral and the axillary notch.......... a 025 

*G. Baur. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel, vol. xliii, 1891, p. 428. The genus Adocus. 

6 
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Dr. O. P. Hay has informed the writer that in the type specimen there is little, if 

any, of the carapace represented, that the anterior lobe of the plastron is missing, and 

that the specimen shows the central portions of the plastron, and the posterior lobe, which 

latter is broadly rounded. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1897, 1898 and 1901. 

Fragments of the shell had been collected as follows :—Professor John Macoun, 

Mackay creek, 1880 (Belly River series); Dr. G. M. Dawson, on Old Man river, below 
Fort McLeod, 1881 (Willow creek subdivision of the Laramie); Mr. R. G@. McConnell, 
Red Deer river, 1882 (Belly River series). 

CHELY DRID Ai. 

NEURANKYLUS. Gen. nov. 

NEURANKYLUS EXIMIUs. Sp. noy. 

The carapace ofa turtle, repre- 
sented by costal and other bones, 

shown in fig. 7, is remarkable for 
certain peculiarities of structure. 

Of the seven costal bones ob- 

tained, from the middle and poste- 

rior parts of the carapace, four were 

found as shown, united to a large 

neural and a suprapygal bone. The 
other three costals, viz., the third 

pair and the right fourth were with 

the posterior costals but not in 

place. The fifth pair of costals was 

missing. The sulci indicating the 
junction of the costal shields seem 

to be normal in their position on the 

4th, 6th and 8th costal bones. What 
is apparently a 9th costal succeeds Tic. 7.—Part of tie carapace of Neurankylus eximius, one-third the 

= a y natural size. W. 3, 4, &c., neural bones;, C. 3, 4, c&c., costal 

the 8th costal bone. The ith, 8th bones ; spy, suprapygal bone; 7, rib-end. The heavy lines indicate 

and 9th pairs of costals do not reach the boundaries of the epidermal shields, the sinuous ones the sutures 
the median line of the carapace but between the bones, and the dotted ones the parts restored. 

’ ? 

are separated by a large bone that is probably formed by a coalescence of the 8th neural 

with a suprapygal. This enlarged 8th neural is suturally united, for some distance 

with the vertebral ends of the 7th costal bones, for the whole of their breadth to the 

8th costals and to a considerable portion of the supposed 9th costals. 1t increases in 
breadth posteriorly and effects a sutural union with a suprapygal whose breadth 
greatly exceeds its length. The rib-heads of the costals are well formed, those of the 9th 
costals being as fully developed as the others. No marginal bones were found with the 

remains of the carapace. Anterior to the point “a” onthe outer edge of the 9th 
costal, vacuities seem to have occurred between the costals and the marginals, judging 
from the appearance of the outer margins of the 8th and 9th costals. From the point “a” 
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backward a suture extended for the union of the last marginal and the pygal bone. The 
surface of the neural and the suprapygal is raised medially into a low, rounded, 
longitudinal ridge. 

No very decided sculpture is shown on the surface of the bones. Striations occur 
adjoining and at right angles to the sutures; elsewhere there is a slight roughness in 

places, more particularly toward the vertebral ends of the costals, which on close 

examination is seen to be produced by small, obscure and irregular depressions separated 
by very faint ridges. Comparatively large, concentrically curved groove-like markings 
also occur on two of the costals. 

The great development of the last neural by apparent coalescence with a suprapygal, 

the resulting compression of the pygal region and the addition of a 9th pair of bones to 
the series of costals, form a combination of characters that is both interesting and unique. 

A new genus is here proposed for this Mid-Cretaceous type that is thought to show 
greater affinity to the Chelydride than to any other group. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901. 

PLEUROSTERNID A. 

Bakna, Leidy. 

BANA HATCHER], Hay. 

Baéna hatchert, Hay. 1901. Annals 

of the Carnegie Museum, pp. 325-326) 

plate xv. ‘‘ Description of a new species 

of Baéna (B. hatcheri) from the Laramie 

beds of Wyoming.” 

This species is represented 

from the Cretaceous of Red Deer 

river by a specimen, fig. 8, in 

which the whole of the plastron is 

preserved with the anterior half of 

the carapace. The sutures between 

the bones are well defined and the 

sulci are distinct. The carapace 

has suffered slightly from distor- 
tion, but the plastron is admirably 

preserved leaving little doubt as to 
the specific identity of the Red 

Deer river turtle with the Wyo- 
ming type. 

Fic. 8.—The plastron of Baéna hatchert ; from 

Red Deer river. One-half natural size. 

IG Votergular shield; G, Gular do. ; 

HUM, Humeral do.; PHO, Pectoral do.; AB, Abdominal do. ; FMM, Femoral do.; AN, Anal do. ; ep, Epi- 

plastral bone ; entp, Entoplastral do. ; hyp, Hyoplastral do. ; msp, Mesoplastral do. ; hpp, Hypoplastral do. ; 2p, 

Xiphiplastral do. ; * centre of front margin of carapace. 
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ee Additional specimens consist of the anterior half of a 

A plastron, parts of two other piastra, and a poorly preserved 

carapace of small size in which, however, the convexity of this 

half of the shell is well shown. 

Y Ste The variation in the direction of the gular and intergular 
sulci, in different individuals, to which Leidy drew attention 

Frc. 9.—Front lobe of the plas- in his description of Baéna arenosa,* from a higher horizon, is 
tron of another specimen; noticeable in the two Red Deer river specimens, neither of 
from Red Deer river. One- G d 
Tete eaten. which agree exactly with the type. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901. 

BAENA ANTIQUA. Sp. nov. 

Part of the carapace of an apparently undescribed species of Baéna was obtained 

from Red Deer river, below Berry creek, in 1901. Near it was found the anterior end 
: of a plastron that, judging from the surface 

a —— Diane markings, thickness of the shell, general 
id appearance and size, evidently belongs to 

the same species and probably to the same 

individual. 

What is preserved of the carapace 

(figure 10, A) isin an excellent state of pre- 
servation. Five neurals in all are represen- 

ted with five pairs of costals. The sutures 

are sinuous and fine but can be traced with 

ease. The sulci are 

very distinct. 

The neurals are 
rather irregular in 
shape and of nearly 
equal size. The cost- 

SS als partake of the 

piss ch same irregularity of 
; sos \ outline. The outer 

| { WZ {eee mp .) Surface is almost 

A Eee APS bo Ve" ©. smooth, sthemtonilix 

Fic, 10.—Baéna antiqua ; A, part of the carapace; B, lower surface of anterior lobe of UNeEVeNNess being 

plastron ; C, upper or inner surface of anterior lobe of plastron. One-half the natural due to a few stria- 

size. The sinuous lines indicate the ‘sutures between the bones, the heavy ones the tions and depressed 
boundaries of the epidermal shields, The letters are as in preceding figures. P , 

roughened mark- 

ings erratically disposed. Striations also occur at right angles to the sutures, forming an 
obscure border sculpture. The vertebral shields are broader than long, more especially the 
first one. The rib-heads are well developed. There is a strong and abrupt thickening 

* Report U. 8. Geol. Surv. Terrs., 1873. vol. i. Fossil Vertebrates, pl xv, figs. 1-5. 
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in the axillary region but elsewhere the shell is thin. The anterior border is evenly 
rounded. 

The front end of the plastron (figs. 19, B and C) is rather broad in proportion to the 

length of its component parts of which the epiplastrals, the entoplastral and small por- 

tions of the hyoplastrals are preserved. The entoplastral, seen from below is diamond 

shaped, a little broader than long, and placed far forward on account of the shortness of 

the suture between the epiplastrals in front. Seen from above, or within, the entoplastral 

is much longer than broad, its breadth being reduced and its posterior half prolonged 
backward. Similar extensions of the posterior border also occur in the upper surface of 

the epiplastrals. Sulci, as indicated in the figure, define the boundaries of the gular and 
intergular shields. 

Other fragments, in the collection, may help to further elucidate the structure of the 
shell of this species. 

Belly River series; below the mouth of Berry creek, Red Deer river, 1901. 

Measurements. 

M. 
Extreme length of specimen, on median line.....,.......... sree boon SEK 
Hstimated length of carapace...........) 2.1... Ge IAN U alot iene ares cee ecient noeA lO) 
Tenethvofistimouralyre wuee rn once ath eM Os Mayo CNC ga (li sedll l NAD ata isla sos. OBS 
Breadth of same ........ ates ter PTE OMe yim aa rs ta NCU De ve a eras OZ 
henothiohi2nduneurally pearl leis Dental eahce SF stl, ale ete ee ee oO F310) 

& BS rt | ered eo ee A ce OU RGN ema n! OR 
€ AINA USS LE Sea alarm PUA E Neca) secant Rien tain states tp OSD 
& Bed a hareneterateccucg permis cre csataes tig arate cet ana aedl Ait sleeve ede 031 

IDEN Oe aivel aA AIC 6.5 ogoodooe snasubydosuseudmonoeue nanos: 065 
Hxtremeybread thyotasam cerry iii nes retina eerie ee hrm eT 075 
Breadth ofjentoplastral; lower surface...f4.. 4/3. 28 
mengthtobisamerarya aaa Gane aeise ers rol ALAA Ahir eh Anat Aas ray ndaadO22, 
Thickness near front margin of carapace............ STON TNe a Ne pana Oh aes ie 007 

os & plastron etme iia rec wems geilys AL cc yee FORUE *0065 
Thickness of 2nd costal at proximal end ..................... Bicbion! oicieavie SOLIS) 

fs ss distalfendtermerer cre Geo hae niate Onan aaook a are OKs 
Maximum\thicknesspniaxillarygmesionm ase) ore chee len 25s reese eee 026 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901. 

RHYNCHOCEPHALIA. 

CHAMPSOSAURID Ai. 

CHAMPSOSAURUS, Cope. 

CHAMPSOSAURUS ANNECTENS, Cope. 

Vertebree, Leidy. 1860, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. Extinct Vertebrata from the Judith river and 
Great Lignite formations of Nebraska, p. 147, pl. 9, figs. 56-61. 

Champsosaurus annectens, Cope. 1876. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel., p. 351. 
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This species, the type of the genus, is represented by a large number of vertebra, 
none of which were found together in their proper relative positions, but in a few in- 

stances, a number, collected within limited areas, may represent incomplete series. 

The vertebre consist of cervicals, dorsals, caudals and some from the sacral region. 

The anterior dorsals are keeled below, in the dorsal series the angularity gives way toa 
rounded lower surface, the sacrals are depressed and the caudals, early in their series, 

become laterally compressed. The posterior, inferior ends of the caudal centra present 

facets for chevron bones; in one anterior caudal, in particular, they are conspicuous with 

a pronounced enlargement of the centrum in their vicinity. In most of the dorsal verte- 
bree the neural arches have become detached, in the caudals the base at least is generally 
intact. The zygapophyses are well developed. The articular faces of the centra in the 
caudals are slightly concave, those of the dorsals are plane. There is a considerable 
variation in the size of the vertebre. 

It is altogether probable that more than one species is represented. 

The following measurements in mm. are taken from a number of centra found with 
others within a limited area :— 

| | } 
| | | 

w Garrone leDocsal laSacel: Anterior | Median | Late Later 
| caudal. | caudal. | caudal. | caudal. 
| | 

henethyof centrum’... s-. « IB}85y | 17:0 | 17:0 | ts}945) By) 13:0 13-0 

Height of articular face.......... aso) 15:0 | 13:0 12-5, 11:0 7-0 Dito) 

Breadth te Ga nee an Sete 113355} 17:0 15:0 | 14:5; 10-0 6:0 AseiEy 

A large dorsal from Mackay creek has the following dimensions :—length of cen- 
trum, 27°0 mm., height of articular face, 22:0 mm., breadth of articular face, 23°0 mm. 

Champsosaurus is known, also, by comparatively complete skeletons from the Lower 

Eocene of Rheims, France, and Erquelinnes, Belgium. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1897, 1898 and 1901. 

Vertebree were collected at Mackay creek,near Walsh station on the line of the ©. P. 

R., in 1880, by Professor John Macoun; on Belly river, N. W. T. (Nos. 40 and 41), in 

1881, by Dr. G. M. Dawson; and at Ross couiée, near Irvine station, by Mr. T. C. Weston, 

in i884. 



BQUAMATA. 

Troopon, Leidy. 

TRoOpon FoRMosus, Leidy. 

Troédon formosus, Leidy. 1857. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel., vol. vi, p. 72, and 1860, Trans. 

. Amer. Philos. Soc. Extinct Vertebrata from the Judith river and Great Lignite formations of Nebraska, 

p. 147, pl. 9, figs. 53, 54 and 55. 

Two teeth from Red Deer river, below the mouth of Berry creek, agree with 

Leidy’s type in every essential particular and are evidently referable to his species. 

One of the specimens has eleven denticles on either side of its cutting edge and is 

slightly worn, near the apex, on its less convex side. The other has eleven denticles on 
one edge and is similarly worn near the top, but one or two serrations are broken oft 
near the base of the opposite edge so that nine only can be counted. The hollow bases 

of both teeth are imperfect below. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901. 

This species is placed provisionally with the Lacertilia. 

CROCODiLIA. 

CROCODILUS HUMILIS, Leidy. 

Crocodilus humilis, Leidy. 1860. Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. Extinct Vertebrata from the Judith 

river and Great Lignite formations of Nebraska, p. 146, pl. 11, figs. 9-19. 

Teeth of this species are found abundantly in the rocks of the Belly River series. 
They are in the form of elongate cones, slightly curved inward, with two angular longi- 
tudinal ridges defining the slightly flattened inner side. They are generally quite 

smooth, but in some specimens, a distinct folding or corrugation of the surface is observed, 

more particularly in the upper half of small and medium sized specimens. Their bases 

are slightly excavated. The apices generally show signs of wear. 

Numerous examples also occur of the low, rounded germ-teeth, figured by Leidy, 

that have a silky lustre, caused by the presence of minute, close-set, discontinuous 

ridges in the enamel, converging toward the apex. They are, however, sometimes elon- 
gated so as to be moderately pointed above. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1897, 1898 and 1901. 

Teeth of C. humilis had previously been collected, but not determined, from the 
same series of rocks, as follows:—Professor John Macoun, Mackay creek, near Walsh, 

a station on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, east of Irvine, 1880; Dr, G. M. 

Dawson, Belly river, N.W.T. (Nos. 40 and 41), 1881; Mr. T. C. Weston, Ross coulée, near 

Irvine, 1884, and Irvine coulée, also near Irvine, 1888. 
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BorrosaURUS PERRUGOSUS, Cope. 

Bottosaurus perrugosus, Cope. 1875. Report U.S. Geol. Survey Terrs., vol. u. Vertebrata of Creta- 

ceous Formations of the West, p. 68, pl. v1, figs. 5-8. 

A left mandibular ramus, from which the posterior ends of the dentary and splenial 
bones and the articular and coronoid elements are missing. 

The supra-angular shows, on its inner posterior surface, the facet for the articular 

bone, and also in its lower border the posterior end of the external mandibular foramen. 

The lower margin of the internal mandibular foramen is seen in the anterior half of the 
angular. The external surface of the dentary shows small, deep pits directed forward 
and inward, from each of which a shallow groove passes backward for a short distance ; 

the pits are arranged in somewhat obscure longitudinal rows. The lower outer surface 

of the angular is rugose, from the presence of deep grooves running in a longitudinal 

direction. This outer sculpture changes, in the supra-angular, into an irregular and bold 

network of ridges enclosing deep, sunken areee. Altogether the surface markings are as 

shown by Cope in his figures. 

There are sixteen sockets for teeth, the second, third and fourth of which, counting 

from the front, still retain a hollow root. The symphysis is well shown. The front end 
of the splenial enters into the formation of nearly one-fourth of the symphysis. A for- 

amen passes through the splenial immediately behind the symphyseal surface. 

The species is still further represented, in the collections, by the occiput of another 
individual, obtained in 1901, and requiring further study. Numerous vertebree and bony 

scutes of Crocodilia have also been obtained, some of which will probably be found to 

belong to this species 

Measurements. 

M. 

Estimated length of ramus...... lan dislte see OL Eee 2 oth apes *355 

Wadthpingtromtreremerts err cetera So hia oh gato 4 eles ini SENET S Eye ms OL 

Height in line with posterior nargin of external mandibular foramen....... -053 

Width of lower border where the last measurement was taken... .......... “016 

Height of symphysis............ A Seiecsk iain csetaee yrs ed vee geo 018 

Length of same.... approx... es decks era eke si ears 5: “047 

Wadthyofitirstitwousocketsi.5.3... cc at. 21.0): -- es ee eee eee cae oO 

hen a thiokmext three vya)ej en. cee ie ais 1) gate okeo, eee eee 0055 

ene thyofitenthiand eleventh isockets’,-2).-..0- «+ .--40. +454) eee OOS 

Length of fifteenth socket .............. fake as "| Shs oi Eten tore Eyal “006 

Distance between outer edges of quadrates, posteriorly...... < byd sos) Pivctey ieee Jas Ol 

Height of foramen magnum.................... IE rao by “014 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1897, 1898 and 1901. 
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DINOSAURIA. 

DRY PTOSAURID Ai. 

Drinopon, Leidy. 

DEINODON HORRIDUS, Leidy 

Deinodon horridus, Leidy. 1856. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel, vol. viii, p. 72. 

se ‘ Leidy. 1860. Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. Extinct Vertebrata from the Judith 

River and Great Lignite formations of Nebraska, p. 143, pl. 9. 

A number of megalosauroid teeth, the largest of which measures 90 mm. on its 
convex curve, are referred to this species. The general shape of the teeth and the 
serrations agree closely with some of Leidy’s figured types, viz., those shown in figures 
21 to 32 of plate 9 of the above quoted work. 

A few phalanges (including terminal ones) and a metatarsal with fragments of 

others, are probably also referable to this species. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1897, 1898, 1901. 

That Leidy was correct, in supposing that the teeth to which he gave the name 

Deinodon, belonged to a single animal, is most probable, in view of our present know- 

ledge of the teeth of carnivorous dinosaurs. The teeth of Deinodon were evidently 

slightly heterodont, those used, at a later date, for the foundation of the genus Aublysodon 

being probably the anterior teeth of Deinodon. 

Dr. O.P. Hay has recently pointed out (American Geologist, 1899, vol. xxiv, p. 346) 
that the name Deinodon, as originally spelt, is not ‘preoccupied. This name, as a generic 

term is here retained and the name Awbdlysodon is regarded as a nomen nudum. 

DEINODON EXPLANATUS, Cope. (sp-) 

Plate XV, figs. 11 and 12. 

Lelaps explanatus, Cope. 1876. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel., vol. xxviii, p. 349. 

A small tooth agreeing with Cope’s description. The posterior concave edge is 
minutely denticulated throughout its length. The convex edge, in its apical half, is 

still more minutely serrate. One side is almost flat, the other gently convex. 

Measwrements. 

M. 

Ieng th) fromycentreof) base toapexaa 4.4524 dh diy yeaa ees eid steels “O12 
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Belly River series, Red Deer river,j1901. 

Many small teeth of the Megalosauroid type have been collected from these beds. 
Probably some of them will be found to belong to other species of this genus described 
by Cope. 

ORNITHOMIMID &. 

ORNITHOMIMUS, Marsh. 

ORNITHOMIMUS aLTus. Sp. nov. 

Plates XIII and XIV, and plate XV, figs. 1-8. 

A hitherto undescribed species of dinosaur, belonging to the Ornithomimide and 

referable to the genus Ornithomimus of Marsh, is represented by a complete right hind 
limb (including the foot), the phalanges of the left foot in place, a pubic bone, and an 
ischium, of one individual. 

With these, as probably belonging to the same species, are included a posterior 

dorsal vertebra, caudal vertebre of remarkable form, phalanges of the manus and a 

number of teeth of peculiar shape. 

The femur, tibia, metatarsals and phalanges of the pes, except the terminal ones, 
are hollow. 

The femur is shorter than the tibia. The astragalus is closely applied to but does © 

not coalesce with the distal end of the tibia; it has a well developed ascending process 
apposed to the front face of the tibia. The fibula is slender and the tibia has a prominent 
cnemial crest. The calcaneum and the tarsal bones were found in place. Metatarsal ITT, 

as In Ornithomimus velox,* Marsh, fits closely against metatarsals II and IV, and is, a short 

distance above its distal end, triangular in section with its flat face foremost. It becomes 

attenuated above and passes behind the other two metatarsals. Metatarsal V, repre- 
sented by a short, laterally compressed, slightly curved bone, lies close to the proximal 

end of metatarsal IV. 

The phalangeal formula is 3, 4, 5; digit III is the longest and digits II and IV are 
of about equal length. The terminal phalanges are sharply pointed in front, rather 

straight, flattened below and deeply grooved on the sides. The grooves are carried 
forward to the extreme point and indicate the presence, during life, of a long but not 
sharply curved or pointed claw. The other phalanges have deep pits, one on each side 
of their distal extremities. The shape of the terminal phalanges suggests a foot, not 
suitable for grasping but adapted rather for speed in running, an idea carried out by the 

slenderness and lightness of all the bones of the leg. 

The posterior dorsal vertebra, plate XIV, fig. 1, is decidedly amphiccelous, the concavity 
in the anterior face of the centrum being more marked than in the posterior one. The 

—- 

*Sixteenth Annual Report, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1896, plate lviii., fig. 2. 



Fie. 11.—A. Right hind limb of Ornithomimus altus ; 

right lateral aspect. B, foot of the same; front 

view. C, distal end of tibia. D, proximal end of 

metatarsals. E, distal end of same. F, transverse 

section of tibia. Figures one-sixth the natural size. 

Is, ischium; fF, femur; p, pubis; 7’, tibia; F, 

fibula; a, astragalus; as, ascending process of 

astragalus ; c, calcaneum; ¢, tarsal bone; II-V, 

digits. The ischium and pubis are indicated in the 

position, relative to the femur, in which they were 

found. e 
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centrum is constricted at mid-length so as to have concave sides and lower surface, there 
being at either end of the latter a broad median groove. The neural arch does not reach 
far below the top of the centrum. The diapophyses (imperfect in the specimen) 

have stout bases, relatively broad in their antero-posterior diameters. The faces of the 
prezygapophyses are directed obliquely inward. The neural spine is well developed, 

short, deep from back to front, shallowly concave on its sides, with rugose, slightly 

excavated, anterior and posterior surfaces. The centrum is hollow, its walls dense and 

about 2°5 mm. thick at mid-length, the inner space extending to within about 6 mm. of 

either end. 

The caudal vertebre, plate XIV., figs. 2—5, and plate XV., figs. 1—5, supposed to 

belong to this species, are remarkable for the suppression of the neural spine and the for- 

ward horizontal extension of the prezygapophyses to a distance in advance of the anterior 

end of the centrum nearly equal to the length of the centrum itself. The postzygapophyses 
are represented by a backwardly directed, laterally compressed, nearly horizontal process 

that fitted between the prolonged prezygapophysial processes of the succeeding vertebra. 

The centrum is long compared with its height, slightly concave on its sides and lower 

surface, with a strong median groove below. In different specimens its interior may be 

moderately hollow or instead a number of vacuities of variable size may be present. 
Small facets, for the attachment of the chevron bones, are present at the lower, posterior 

ends of the centra; these are not recognized at the anterior ends. The neural spine is 

sometimes represented by a narrow, rounded ridge (shown at ‘“‘w” in the specimen 

figured on plate XV., fig. 2). ‘he prezygapophysial processes are broadly expanded later- 

ally, contracting and thinning gradually anteriorly, their outer edges overhanging the 
sides of the anterior end of the centrum and extending lower than the median upper 
surface of the same; their lower surfaces are slightly striated longitudinally. The 
neural canal is small, its outlet, anteriorly, is wider than high and is roofed over to a 
point above the anterior end of the centrum. These caudal vertebre indicate a tail of 

considerable length but their manner of articulation would scarcely admit of much 

lateral motion. 

A number of phalanges of the supposed manus of this species are also hollow but 

present a difference in the shape of the terminal phalanges which are curved and 

laterally compressed with a groove on each side extending from the apex backward and 
dividing into two branches toward the proximal end. Judging from the size of these 
phalanges the manus was smaller than the pes, and their shape suggests a grasping 

capacity ; the terminal phalanges were probably encased in sharp, hooked claws giving 

their possessor the power of tearing its prey. 

Two bones, probably the distal ends of the first metatarsal* and the first metacarpal, 

were found with, the phalanges of the manus above referred to, phalanges of the pes, a 

separate astragalus and a calcaneum. 

* “Fore and Hind Limbs of Carnivorous and Herbivorous Dinosaurs from the Jurassic of Wyoming,” Bulletin Am. 

Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. xii., 1899, by Henry Fairfield Osborn, figs. 3, 4 and 4a. 
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Measurements. 
M, 

Heng thvof femur epicenter SO OY ALS AMP Cin one rare Bio waio io eek Oil 430 

Estimated length of tibia (from two specimens)..........---0.0.-2+20+--+- -560 

Antero-posterior diameter of shaft of femur at mid-length................... “045 

Circumference of shaft of tibia at mid-length (of another individual)... ....... 2 

Transverse diameter of same tibia above distal end,..........,......----.. 041 

Width of cavity, in same direction, where preceding measurement was taken.. +03 

Mencthyotemetatarsal MAG sey cnmieuistrsiey ied asysyene ove c rat on etal treat eeienen tetera 335 

Length of metatarsal V (nonfunctional, imperfect at proximal end)........... *100 

1 Eetaectel oh aye, CO SEAN al LIL AIS ain acy crs as OMS eS Dy heey Rae cal ey ane ry an ese 164 

Tene thyobidrort el Ty yey eeu a aa eA OMI pee NR UPA SE asin ab ned aie oenen met eI 

Beng thvori digit eV ye ecvks-i ela: ial ag ha ear ON ee Pes Serio notre °148 

The tooth represented in figs. 12 and 13o0f plate XLV is provisionally associated with this 
species and is regarded as being from the anterior portion of the jaw. A similar tooth, 
figured by Leidy, in his memoir on the Judith river vertebrata (Trans. Amer. Philos. 
Soc. 1859) is referred to in his description of the teeth of Deinodon horridus as an aber- 

rantly formed specimen. Leidy suspected the tooth to be an incisor. 

In the tooth figured on plate XIV, one only of the posterior keels is denticulated 
and that only for a short distance at the centre of its length; the other is smooth. 

Another specimen is apparently without denticulations. 

A number of teeth of this shape, with others intermediate in form between them 

and the orthodox Megalosauroid tooth, were collected in the Red Deer river district. They 
are referred to the present species on account of their frequent occurrence with and near 

the remains of O. altus. 

The estimated length of Ornithomimus altus is 22 feet. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1897, 1898 and 1901. The right hind limb with 

the phalanges of the left foot, were found in 1901, below Berry creek. 

The following remains of this species besides those already mentioned have been 
collected ; by Professor John Macoun, in 1880, on Mackay creek, near Walsh on the line 

of the C.P.R., phalanx of pes (Belly River series) ; by Mr. T. C. Weston, in 1884, at Ross 
coulée, near Irvine, about eighteen miles east of Medicine Hat, part of a caudal vertebra, 

phalanges of the pes and a phalanx of the manus (Belly River series); by Mr. Weston, 

in 1889, part of a caudal vertebra and phalanges of pes, labelled, Red Deer river, range 

xxi, tp. 32 west of 4th P.M. (Edmonton series). 

STEGOSAU RID Ai. 

Panzoscinous, Leidy. 

PALZOSCINCUS CosTaTuS, Leidy. 

Paleoscincus costatus, Leidy. 1857. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel., vol. viii, p. 72,and 1860, 

Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. Extinct Vertebrata from the Judith river and Great Lignite formations of 

Nebraska, p. 146, pl. 9, figs. 49-52. : 
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In the collections are a few teeth that cannot be distinguished from the one figured 

by Leidy in the latter of the above two publications. Of these, an average specimen is of 

the same size as the type and has the same numberof serrations. As the crowns of some 

are worn the exact number of serrations that the tooth had originally cannot always be 

ascertained. Their sides are smooth. They seem to vary little in form but are proportio- 

nately thicker, near the base of the crown, than the type. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river below Berry creek, 1901. 

PALHOSCINCUS ASPER. Sp. nov. 

Plate XVII, fig. 5. 

The tooth for which the above name is proposed is in the form of a laterally com- 

pressed cone, with a serrate edge and rugose sides. The root was evidently cylindrical 

but has been broken off close to the base of the crown. 

One side of the crown is more rugosely striated and flatter than the other which is 

decidedly convex. The trenchant edge has eighteen serrations, fifteen only of which are 

seen in a side view, as the last three on the right (as figured) are paired with three others 

of equally small size. The groove separating these three pairs is deep and decided. The 

other end of the tooth is flattened in an almost vertical direction ; here the serrations 

curve toward the side of the greater rugosity. The broad apical denticle is the one that 

shows the most wear. The base of the crown is evenly rounded below to meet the 

fang. 

This tooth differs materially from others of the genus described by Leidy and Marsh. 

The serrations are more numerous, the sides more conspicuously ridged, whilst the double 

row of denticles at one end of the cutting edge, besides being novel, is most interesting 

and instructive, in that it is suggestive of a progressive step toward the development 

of a double row of tubercles such as is found in the molars of the Multituberculates. 

The specific name here suggested has reference to the rough sides of the crown of 

the tooth. 

Measurements. 
M 

Height of crown...... ROREGAOG DAG IAR oa aaAdbo haa ABbods Giossooc 0055 
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Belly River series, below Berry creek, 1901. 



STEREOCEPHALUS. Gen. nov. 

STEREOCEPHALUS TUTUS. Sp. nov. 

Plate XI, plate XII, figs. 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5, and plate XXI, figs. 6, 7 and 8. 

The specimen of which views from above, from the side and from below are given 
on plates XI and XII, represents part of the plate-protected cranium of a herbivorous 
dinosaur, that is, apparently, quite distinct from any hitherto described. 

With the head was found a transverse series of codssified sharply keeled scutes 
which will be described farther on. 

The part of the head preserved is strongly convex transversely, but only moderate- 
ly so from front to back. Codssified plates cover the whole of the upper surface and are 

continued down on the vertical sides. They are arranged with a certain amount of 
bilateral symmetry, are quite small at the centre and toward the back, but are larger in 
front and very much more so on the sides. They are for the most part irregularly five or 

six sided, with rather undulatory surfaces that are marked by an irregular, raised, struc- 
tural cross-hatching, feebly suggestive of the surface markings of the plates of Nodosau- 
rus textilis, Marsh. Small vascular openings and grooves are also numerous on the 

surface. The edges of the plates are as a rule angular and sometimes raised. Each plate 
has its limit defined by a deep circumscribing furrow, so that although they are codssified 
and form a continuous surface covering to the head, they do not lose their individuality. 

A rounded node, or an incipient keel is noticed on some of the plates. 

The removal of sandstone from the lower surface of the specimen revealed the bones 

of the palatal region (plate XII, fig. 2). The interpretation of these elements are as indi- 
cated by the letters. The back ends, only, of the palatines (p.) are seen, meeting the 
pterygoids in a suture indicated at “s.” From here the latter bones (pt.) extend back- 

ward on either side of interpterygoid vacuities (v.). The ridge (pb.) represents the 

presphenoid and basisphenoid elements ; it is bent posteriorly to one side in the specimen, 

which has been subjected to considerable pressure from above and is somewhat crushed 
behind. 

From this interpretation of the bones of the palate it would appear that the part of 

the armature preserved covers the upper part of the head near the union of the nasals 

with the frontals. No indication of the orbits can be detected and it is probable that 
they were placed far forward in the head. 

Part of a rib, having a T-shaped transverse section (Plate XII, fig. 5), such as is 
characteristic of the heavily armoured Stegosawria, was found separately but in the same 
locality, and is provisionally associated with S. tutus. The finding of such a rib is suffi- 
cient evidence of itself to prove the existence, during the time of the deposition of the 
Belly River series, of a large dinosaur having a heavy protective covering of bony 
plates 
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Measurements. 

M. 
Antero-posterior diameter of specimen...................00sn eee eee Bu ee) 

Greatestitransverse)idiameten ts hoteles peice eerie ee -210 

Height of centre of upper surface above the level..............0.-. 222-206 “125 

Width of interpterygoid vacuities.... ........... about ieee MW ae -040 

Maximum thickness of cranial armature.............about.............-... “016 

With the head, just described, were five keeled, bony scutes or plates that have since 

been found to fit together in the form of an arch (plate XII, figs. 3 and 4), whose sides 
curve forward as well as downward. This obliquecurve places the lower, paired scutes, 

as seen when the arch is viewed from above, a little in advance of the upper pair which 

is again slightly in advance of the median plate 

The scutes rest on and are ossified to a thickness of bone that constitutes the inner, 

continuous surface of the arch. This band of bone, ornamented above by paired ossicles, 
suggests the possibility of its being the back border of the posterior crest of the species 

to which the head armature, above mentioned, belonged. 

This suggestion is given credence from the fact that the concave edge of the band of 

bone on which the scutes rest is fractured, whilst the convex edge appears to be intact. 

Numbering the ossicles from the right, the junction between Nos. 1 and 2 was per- 

fect, as were also those between Nos. 8, 4 and 5, but in the case of Nos. 2 and 8 the frac- 

tured edges did not fit with sufficient exactness to remove all doubt as to their being 
placed side by side, although the continuity and symmetry of the curve of the under 

surface seemed complete. It is possible that one or two scutes are missing from between 
Nos. 2 and 3, especially as fragments of similarly shaped scutes were found at the same 

spot. If an additional scute completed the series it probably would have been the mate 

of the present median one, or if two were required to fill the gap (if such a gap exists) 
one would be on the median line, the other would correspond with No.3 to form another 
pair. The addition of one or two scutes to the series would result only in extending 

and possibly flattening the curve. 

The median scute is apparently symmetrical, the others are asymmetrical, forming 

pairs with reversed lateral proportions. 

The scutes have an irregularly oval basal outline, are sharply keeled, with sloping 

sides shallowly excavated from the keel downward but convexly curved from front to 
back, their basal edges are defined by an engirdling furrow below which, at a lower 
level, they are laterally expanded to meet each other in a plane surface. A very small 

ossicle rises above this intermediate basal surface between Nos. 3 and 4. Vascular 

markings are conspicuous on the sides of the scutes. 

From the appearance of the outer, basal edges of scutes Nos. 1 and 5, it seems prob- 

able that these scutes constituted the lateral terminations of the series. 
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Measurements of transverse series of scutes. 
M. 

Height of apex of median keel above the level..., .. 568 190 

Height of centre of inner surface of arch above the level........ ...  .... 125 

iWaidthyotannerispreadotwanchy below yee sey leisy elec a ental enone 236 

Average height of apices of keels above inner Runes oS are otal et UMS EE “072 

Basal breadth of the scutes (Nos. 2 and 2 on either side of the median one. . . 075 

‘Basal length of same.....-. ........ SPRL OMA ta a ENC A RaRe nn Sele gs ett °143 

Thickness of bone on which the scutes rest, Watoue 28 A EAI RL ARAL oh tas 010 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1897. 

The tooth shown in fig. 12,is of the Stegosaurian type. It differs 

from those, of the Red Deer river district, referred to the two species 

of Paleoscincus, and is about twice as large as those of P. costatus. It 
is figured here with the idea that it may eventually prove to belong 
to S. tutus. It was collected below Berry creek, on Red Deer river, 

in 1901. 

A spinous dermal plate of massive proportions, fig. 18, A and 

B, is referred to this species on account of its similarity, in structure 

and surface markings, to the postcranial keeled 

scutes described above. This specimen was col- 

lected in 1897. Another large plate similar in 

general proportions to the above and nearly as 
large, as well as numerous others of different sizes 

and of a variety of shapes, were collected in 1901. 

Fic. 12.— Stereocepha- 

lus tutus. Tooth, from 

Red Deer river, A, 

side view; B, end 

view. Twice the na- 

tural size. ( Provisi- 

onally associated with 

S. tutus.) 

Fie. 13.—Stereocephalus tutus. Dermal plate from Red Deer river ; one-sixth the nat- 

ural size. A, side view; B, view from above. (Provisionally associated with S. 

tutus. ) 

CERATOPSID &. 

Monoc.ontvs, Cope. 

MoNOCLONIUS DAwsONI. Sp. nov. 

Plate XVI, plate XIX, figs. 4-6, and plate XX, figs. 3 and 4. 

The remains of an apparently undescribed species of this genus, consisting of the 
skull of one individual and the posterior crest of another, are of especial interest. The 

8 
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skull when found lay on its right side and although very much crushed, certain parts of 

it supply definite information as to its structure and size. The two orbits, the right 

maxilla, a quadrate and the occipital condyle were conspicuous and apparently in place, 

with a large posterior crest extending to the rear. Somewhat in advance of the orbits 

a horn core, of large size and apparently symmetrical form, occupied a position sugges- 
tive of a nasal origin, the nasal bones and the frontals being probably represented by the 
ragments filling the space between the orbit and the horn core (see fig. 14, from a 
measured drawing made before the parts of the skull were removed). 

1 Foot. © 

Fic. 14.—Head of Monoclonius dawsoni, from a sketch in the field; one-twelfth the natural size. p, parietal ; o7, orbit; 

oc, occipital condyle ; g, quadrate ; m, maxilla (inner side, showing a row of foramina); h, horn core ; s, squamosal. 

The large posterior crest forms the back part of the skull above; its exact shape is 

fortunately supplied by the admirably preserved specimen shown in outline, from beneath, 
in fig. 15. The surface of the bone, above the orbit and from there inward for a short 

distance toward the median line of the skull, is moderately smooth and shows no trace of 

a horn core. 

With the separate posterior crest was found a horn core, similar in shape to, although 

not as well preserved as, the one belonging to the skull. 

The posterior crest is composed of the parietals and squamosals coalesced. The former 

are represented by a flat, thin, smooth median portion that expands laterally both in front — 

and behind; anteriorly it is deeply concaye below and broadly convex above but 
posteriorly it thickens gradualiy and dividing to either side is continued forward as the 
squamosals in a broad curve to meet the anterior expansion. On either side of the 
median element is included a large supratemporal vacuity or fontanelle. 

The posterior crest is somewhat saddle-shaped. Its sides are wavy, with a slight 

thickening of the bone in the posterior five of the seven corresponding convexities of the 
periphery, whilst a pair of inwardly directed spurs of bone, with their points turned 

slightly downward, are developed on its posterior border, one on each side of the median 
line. The intervacuital element is thickened along its median length and a more decided 
strengthening of the bone occurs along the posterior border, resembling in this respect 
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the corresponding part of Monoclonius belli, described further on. In all other parts of 

the crest the bone is thin, more particularly near and at the margin of the fontanelles 

Fre. 15.-—Posterior crest of Monoclonius dawsoni, viewed from beneath ; slightly less than one-eighth natural size. The 

pumbers give the thickness of the bone, in centimetres, at the points indicated. P, parietal; S, squamosal; 7’, 

fontanelle. 

whilst along the sinuous curves of the sides the edge is sharp except in the emarginations 
where it is rounded. Vascular markings occur on both surfaces, more particularly on the 

peripheral projections. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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Posterior crest 

Extreme length from anterior end of specimen (imperfect), medially, to line 

touching posterior edges of specimen on either side........... 2.0.2... “616 

Length on median line from anterior end to posterior border.............. ., °486 

Semi-breath of specimen on curve of under surface........... ia area vane ngs -470 

Semi-breathvoraspecimenwhorizonitalliyaaeyvals televise) sallisherss<feieisiey serie aisksl scien 439 

Vertical drop of lateral edge of specimen below median line of under surface 
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The skull and the posterior crest were collected on Red Deer river in 1901. 

With this species are provisionally associated, a scapula and coracoid, a sacrum, an 

ilium, a rostral bone and a predentary bone, described or referred to in the next succeeding 

pages. 

The scapula with coracoid is figured on plate XIX., fig. 4, viewed from its inner 

side. 

The scapula is long and narrow, slightly concave inward in the direction of its 
length, stout below, thinning rapidly upward, upper end terminating squarely, breadth 

decreasing toward mid-length, slightly expanded above, front margin thin, back 
margin broad below, narrowing to its mid-length then continuing thin upward. A 

rounded ridge extends upward, on the outer surface, diagonally across from the upper 
end of the glenoid cavity to the front margin continuing as a decided thickening of the 

front margin above. 

The coracoid is broader than high, emarginated below the glenoid cavity and 

produced backward below, lower border turned inward, inner surface decidedly concave, 
back border at emargination toick, border elsewhere rather thin, rounded. Foramen 

traversing thickness of upper part, directed obliquely downward and outward, with an 

enlarged outer opening. A small foramen occurs, below the glenoid cavity, in the 
emargination of the posterior border. Glenoid cavity higher than broad, its curve form- 

ing almost a semicircle. 

In the specimen figured, the coracoid was probably firmly united with the scapula, 

the suture between them, extending from the mid-height of the glenoid cavity forward, 

being only slightly indicated. The union of the two bones may be regarded as an evi- 

dence of age in the individual. 

The left scapula and coracoid from the Red Deer river district, so similar, in most 

respects, to that of Triceratops prorsus, Marsh, as figured in the Sixteenth Report of the 

United States Geological Survey, differs in one important particular, viz., in having the 

lower border of the coracoid turned inward instead of outward. 

Measurements of scapula and coracoid. 
M. 

Scapula with coracoid (left). Cat. No. 506. 

Extreme length of scapula with coracoid in line with back edge of shaft...... “879 

bengthiof scapula sai. oso eee HAG arava sad Het ee bas Bre ag TVS Ne ee LL 

hen gthyacross glenoid cawity ase jase ieee lee ei cite ieee *150 

Length of glenoid cavity, aiene curve. <i sist ag/alareteneyA See «gk eA 

Breadth of glenoid cavity at suture betw een aor and coracoid | ...-) -sseaOMS 

Breadth of glenoid cavity near eitheriend ...--.....--- -«.-e5: +90 096 

Breadth of scapula at junction with coracoid; inner surface............... “175 

Breadth of scapula at junction with coracoid; outer surface................ °149 

Breadth of scapula at upper end of glenoid cavity..... .............. 238 

iBreadthyof scapulayatpmid-lengbhie \ syste. cfejeiay ers 1) lay) lin st le “113 

Breadthiof scapula atupper end)... 25. .25..5-2.-+-.2-2.-- = aloes osc aeRO 

Breadth of coracoid at lower end of glenoid cavity...... ................. °223 

Thickness of scapula at upper end near front border...... ...............- *025 

Thickness on base of ridge above upper end of glenoid cavity...._.......... “060 
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Thickness at lower end of glenoid cavity ..........-...0.0-++0-05- Be 060, 

Thickness of coracoid in concavity below foramen......... 0... ........... +020 

Width of foramen ; innerend............. MRI Otic RUE Eo ae, RAIN “O14 

Height of same; innerend........ ..... Site asian eet gadkeecne cere ©7030, 

Wadthiof samen outeriend ise ell ca celine: Spa baat Stacie PAE chat 2025 

TERA Che RENIN S OMUDP OaGls: Ab/ be, § AoacsdWhlog) Sere 06 0G 8 coeqcdes 040 

The sacrum plate XVI, figs. 1 and 2, is composed 
of nine codssified vertebrae, of which seven are true 

sacrals, the anterior one being a lumbo-sacral and the 
ninth a caudo-sacral. Viewed from above its general 
outline is seen to be somewhat triangular, the apex 

of the triangle pointing forward. 

The vertebree have smooth concave sides and 

under surfaces and are swollen, where they coalesce, 

so as to form a prominent angularity marking the 

line of union. The lower surfaces of the last five 

vertebre are fluted by a deep, median, longitudinal 
groove that extends from the mid-length of the fifth 
vertebra backward to its termination in the ninth, 

the groove being most pronounced at the vertebral 

- junctions. The first eight vertebrae give off seven 
transverse, intervertebral processes that coalesce 

distally so as to produce a strong bar whose outer 
surface forms the iliac facet. Six openings are thus 

left between the iliac bar, the vertebral centra and 

the transverse processes. The posterior vertebra 

_ gives off a simple transverse process. The junctions 

~~} of the second centrum with the third, the sixth with 

the seventh, and the seventh with the eighth are 
Fie. 16.—Sacrum provisionally associated with greatly enlarged by the increased downward ex- 

Monoclonius danwsoni, less than one-seventh tension, at these points, of the neurapophyses from 
the natural size: superior view. S E 9 

which the transverse processes spring; particularly 

is this the case with-the second and third centra. The distance of the iliac facet from 

the median, longitudinal line of the sacrum, dependent on the length of the transverse 

processes and the breadth of the centra, is much greater posteriorly than in front; in its 

anterior half the facet is directed obliquely downward, possibly with some exaggeration 

due to distortion in the specimen. The iliac bar at its mid-length bends inward but 
finally reaches the first vertebra by a convex curve. Seen from the side, the iliac bar is 
horizontal throughout its length with the exception of an upward bend posteriorly. 
Diapophyses spring from the neural arches above and are connected along the length of 

their lower edges with the transverse processes. Proximally the superior surfaces of the 

diapophyses are expanded laterally so as to form a neural platform, the component parts 

of which are not codssified. The prezygapophyses remain distinct from the postzygapo- 
physes. 

The specimen has been somewhat crushed in a vertical direction. The diapophyses 

have acted as wedges and have forced apart the halves of the transverse processes near 
their basal origin. In figure 17, p. 62, the diapophyses are restored to their supposed 



proper positions and the neural spines, whose bases are well preserved, are indicated, by 

dotted lines, of alength equal to that of a spine of a second sacrum of this species, mea- 

sured in the field. The diapophyses are apparently not long* enough to effect a union 

Fic. 17.—The same sacrum; right lateral aspect; about one-seventh the natural size, a, a, facet tor ilium; ad, diapo- t~) } ? ? 

physis; mp. neural platform ; xs, neural spine ; 7, interspace. 

with theilium. It is possible that the concave part of the iliac facet entered into the forma- 
tion of the acetabulum. The articular face of the first vertebra is slightly broader than 
high but in the face of the last vertebra the excess of breadth over the height is much 

more apparent; the anterior vertebral face is plane, the posterior one is flat vertically 

but concave transversely. Viewed from the side, the sacrum is moderately arched above 
but flat below. 

Measurements of sacrum. 
M. 

Extreme lenght of sacrum (302 inches)...... SANE iaiebe oavaycays: sh ers sities sas eahe his “766 

Basal length of Ist vertebra..... hoadgdsandaos SARA Hea tsa yaa cece) Oe! 

ss econ? (fbi. | iis Ss Na oc ewe ge aiticy ation nak op ee ae 7102 

cs SON Clommmics RT ee tC ao ee saps se We EOD) 

xt PL ere) MRD He We Wee ae slap haves ore) age shel Sac REIE -092 

<¢ ES): En Reta Ai old. d ob Neve Bhnesvine «att! Syste Stee “086 

sf SOG th SE AMIS Aces nats eee erate ake Stoneores ba Ghar Se “088 

& SOF Manthey SSR RAL LANA TS NE variate opraisits, instore aha Varo O8S 

st Sth iss Oe eee 5 RES SAG ta 8 Ok ag Se ‘078 

se seerito Unease Nc bee eee sero SE) Aeon eg cians eee ee Efe 063 

Heightiof articularface of Ist vertebra.) -4..es0- ee eee perio eres 110 

Breadth of same........ wlolse Sate tetera heatetnenyeee SAE eee tres ara 2 “123 

Height of articular face of 9th vertebra....... ....... Set Spann EG Ree -108 

Breadth ofisanies.\.:)s.ecca We crdvapemetein ils cefae rs acters evettete eae eters ons eke es antes a ee ne) 

* The apparant shortness of the diapophyses may be due in a great measure to the downward crushing to which the 
specimen has been subjected. 
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Antero-posterior diameter of base of neural spine of 2nd HOME ame: Soe ae O10 

“6 se a Gs a as 3rd Dee eee VS Akai sey ph OOLL 

68 ae ug as ie Of 4th Soli tnd ea eM crenetel 1) Oy 

ce & cc a is « 5th Soin yoni tps gee Sa 085 

ab a 6 a3 & ws 6th Se gl tek Necpate tetas O77 

& % q ce a3 a 7th Gs “070 

Length of iliac face along its curves.... |. ...... *Dd8 

cf SecCuminuanstralohiby Linen ab reise “539 

Breadth of same at its anterior end.................. “075 

a a “mid-lengthieen ac 056 

Hf ‘ ‘* posterior end. sal See AMIN eae yt SPOR aN 045 

Breadth of lst vertebra at mid- Roane) of its concave sides . Sel eatir ative ta Bees vet “103 

<s 2nd ‘sf xf &§ a atcplllcypeheaiey Nesre te tiitisye ake “096 

Ks 3rd $e Hs s Cae te cok eyenter ati este l eer salwar “079 

ee 4th ff se ESI os Reaea geen GN argc 072 

se 5th ‘6 ‘s ss Solel oat epndeaut atone rn te en as ‘073 

« 6th ee ‘i Coe at aleya edits Tat eenar "088 

sf 7th i a 6 SATU AS Stearn UMA ate -150 

Breadth at junction of 8th with 9th vertebra. Se Meera ees ae “187 

Distance from centre of neural canal to divtall end of Hiapophetis of 2nd 

VASTEES) Vesey conta a lati tala ci aie SIA OLA BUH ans Cl PST eka ia ae choloterst EEA Glo tare el Gc “118 

Dictancotoameledordlyertcten Aten EPA aaa Soa AIR etal re Gn NY AN alt Ra 115 

is « 4th CE el aA ae tas a em LP CEVA ATU en en ES eeu ar cen! etl LJ 

a6 a 5th PEN aS NT a Se eas ee yma Aer TCE) 

sf se 6th PCH cl tea Ps Ae EO a AU PR tas UREA ras el ee Ta] be 29) 

g “ 7th CON Sat ce Ae DU Mie lies Clas I Wel eaten lap braluiiee Cet Mtn Sous ©) 

The rostral bone, figured on plate XX, and the small predentary bone (plate XIX, figs. 

5 and 6) were found separately and may with some probability of correctness be referred 
to this species. A large ilium is figured toward the end of this report. 

This species is named in honour of Dr. George M. Dawson, C.M.G., late Director of 
the Geological Survey of Canada. 

MONOCLONIUS CANADENSIS. Sp. nov. 

Plate XVII, figs. 3 and 4, and plate XVIII, figs. 1-7. 

This species is founded on a squamosal, part of a parietal, a jugal, a supraorbital 

horn core, the left ramus of the lower jaw, and an anterior dorsal vertebra, with some 

other parts of the skull, not yet fully determined, of one individual. A right ramus of 
another individual is shown on plate XVIII, and a separate horn core on plate XVII. 

A right mandibular ramus, referred to this species on account of its resemblance in 

form to the one shown above, is described farther on. 

The horn core (fig. 18, page 64) rises above the orbit from the postfrontal of which it 

forms a part. The postfrontal unites behind, by suture, with the squamosal and below 
with the jugal. The orbit is oval with the longer diameter vertical, its upper curve 

lying close under the base of the horn core, its margins not ridged. The horn core is 
small, about 21°6 cent. long from the upper edge of the orbit to its summit and 22°8 cent. 

in circumference near the base, circular in section and solid. 
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Squamosal somewhat triangular in shape, flat, moderately thin, its outer edge 
smooth, rounded, wavy in outline so as to produce six minor convex curves, shorter and 

more pronounced near the front. Its outer front edge is deeply emarginated, with a 

shallower concavity limiting the outer termination of the jugal suture (see figure 18), 

Fie. 18.—Monoclonius canadensis ; part of the skull from the right lateral aspect ; one-eighth natural size. jp, postfrontal ; 

h, horn core ; 0, orbit; s, squamosal; p, right lateral extension from parietal ; 7, jugal; /, lower jaw. 

inside of which is the suture for the union with the postfrontal. The inner border is 
slightly concave. The lower surface near and parallel to the inner posterior end is broadly 
and shallowly grooved for the reception of a long, slender bone, triangular in section, 

that projects backward and inward, its outer edge continuing the curve of the squamosal. 
Probably this slender bone represents the anterior end of a forwardly bent, side extension 
of the parietal, such as occurs in the species Monoclonius belli, in which case a fontanelle 

of moderate size might be expected on the inner side of the squamosal. 

In figure 18 the underlying bone (imperfect posteriorly) is indicated by a dotted 
outline under the squamosal beyond which it projects; its outer free edge shows a 
round edged convexity in continuation of the sinuosities of the squamosal. The proximal 
inner margin of the squamosal is bent at right angles to the plane in which the remainder 
of the bone lies and its under surface is deeply excavated in its inner front part for some 

distance back from the postfrontal suture. 

Measurements of squamosal, &c. 
M. 

Jnength oniicurve) of outer border... .). <tc...) 2-2 eo ee ene ees “576 

henethionticurve of amner border: -- os. see. se eee Sere PPE so) 78%) 

Length from posterior end to centre of front margin....... Pas Se eee 533 

Breadthiacross)trontmargin epee. +o) ieee Ae eel ieee eee “355 

Thickness near outer border, at mid-length ............. ........ PTE oe). -028 
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Thickness near inner border, at mid-length .... ....0....2....... ee angie BSS 

Length of bone underlying the squamosal (imperfect)...................-.. 502 

Bread chWofssameratimid=lenothie.jrauesery cea ake eae ae eee ey et ee 064 

Greatest) thicknessjat mid-lengthy ase woe eee ee anaes ane ete O30 

With the parts of the head, shown in fig. 18, was also found an anterior dorsal 

vertebra (fig. 19), of rather small size. The faces of the centrum of this vertebra are 

slightly concave. 
Next following is the description of a 

right mandibular ramus, found separately 

in 1897, but agreeing in size with the one 
depicted in fig. 18. 

elevated and laterally compressed in front 

SU ya fo \ le Nhe Ramus of lower jaw (right). Cat. 
ai De EN al Noosa VA sae acu 0. : 

Go Vi WON Ramus of lower jaw (plate XVIII, 
a SN | figs. 1 and 2) stout, with an inward bend 
( f ) i i at mid-length, low and thick behind, 

F uy hel: 

| 
| 
| 
i where the inner surface is shallowly con- 

y { ji cave. Excavated posteriorly below for 
ae A NEM s. nearly one-third of its length, the excaya- 

Fic. 19.—Anterior dorsal vertebra of Monoclonius canadensis, sor extending upward along the back 

one-fourth the natural size. A, front view; B, left side surface of the coronvid process, and an- 
view ; a, anterior face of centrum; d, dispophysis; h, teriorly as the mandibular canal leading 

facet for head of rib; m, neural canal; s, neural spines; forward to the mandibular groove in the 

ea eS BEAD sey PN ERPOD RYE go lower border. The dentary canal, between 
the outer alveolar wall and the outer surface, 

enters from the upper and anterior part of the excavation by a large opening. Coronoid 
process stout, upright, hooked forward and flattened laterally above, its outer, upper 
surface rugosely striated. A broad, low ridge, least defined toward the centre, runs at 

about mid-heigth, along the outer side, the surface, in a general way, above and below, 

retreating obliquely inward. The dental chamber, straight, starting at a low level behind, 
inclined strongly upward and slightly outward toward the front, its lower edge making 
an angle of about 20° with the lower border. Alveolar grooves in outer wall of dental 
chamber, deeply impressed toward their upper ends by a second series of groove termina- 
tions, an evidence of two roots in the teeth, belonging to this jaw, such as are characteristic 
of some of the species of the Ceratopside (1gathaumide). Height of dental chamber much 
reduced forward. A number of large foramina present in the outer surface. Front border, 
as viewed from the side, sinuous, rugose for its union with the predentary bone. Twenty- 
three alveolar grooves are present in the dental chamber (imperfect posteriorly) of the 
specimen figured. A small symphyseal surface is present in the front, lower border. 

Measurements of ramus of lower jaw. 

M. 
Bxtremesensath atemidcherchtrereemeotdcer eee eee Ane een eae “398 

Wepthiat mid lengths yew eke eer sche keane sees Ae aia Se A a ST ach y ene “116 

Distance from upper border, a little in advance of front end of dental chamber, 

to lower posterior border of symphyseal surface............. SaWeave “137 
Height of facet for articulation of predentary bone...................... “096 
Distance from top of coronoid process to lower border ................... oT} 
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Breadth of coronoid process from point of anterior hook backward.......-. 097 

Thickness at centre of upper coronoidal expansion............-.-....++- “024 

Thickness of coronoid process at its-mid-height.......... 0 --.-.---+-.4+-- “038 

Antero-posterior diameter of symphyseal surface..... ...... ..-.. ae 055 
TEINS Ge Eons clad coud SRO EB OsOeMdos Odio nuoonBEpo BO binb ose Asda a 025 

Width of larger alveolar grooves at middle of dental chamber............. “009 

Six grooves in a space of ..............- SAVE AH Eee Cees aim jab. bib Bs “072 

Height of grooves, from their base to upper oiilgs ea outer alveolar SAE at 

middle of dental chamber. .... scan eerie Cer ier ae rn Neate ou ((Oets) 

Height:of same anteriorly ...0.... 00.0.6. 0247-55: 

A maxillary bone (not figured) with teeth that are double fanged, is referred to this 
species. One of the teeth is shown on plate XVIII, figs. 3 and 4. 

A separate tooth, presumably from the lower jaw, is also figured on plate XVIII. It 

was found separately, but on account of its having two roots, agreeing thus with the 
evidence of the alveolar grooves of the mandibular ramus just described, it is likewise 

referred to M. canadensis. 

MOoNOCLONIUS BELLI. Sp. nov. 

Plate XX, figs. 1 and 2 

fa x The bone, figured on the above 

yo rat plate, is interpreted as representing 
ie eS fo the coalesced parietals of the pos- 

terior crest of an undescribed 

species of Monoclonius, probably 

i ancestral to such later forms as 
Ge ae Torosaurus latus and T. gladius of 

: Marsh, from the Laramie, of Wyo- 
\ ming. 

es, 

Pied 

PEA 
“ 

So 
~. 

a 

x 

y aa oN x To facilitate an understanding 

é pie A SRA go ES i" of the view held as to the position 

f Mae AU a as the parietals probably occupied 

é ONC relative to other bones of the head, 

/ f an ) PGES Sc SN a drawing of the bone, has been 

di ols Al applied to the figure, slightly mo- 

eh VE ANS dified, of the skull of T. gladius, as 
x LB given by Marsh, in the Sixteenth 

Scene Annual Report of the United States 

\\ Geological Survey. 
-~ ~ 
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2 ‘ \ | Ftc. 20.—Posterior crest of Monoclonius belli, 

Se a from Red Deer river; one-ninth natural 

Y size. The dotted lines are from a drawing 

of the head of 7’. gladius, Marsh, as seen 

‘ a from above. P, Parietal ; S, Squamosal ; 
SSS Ze 

_— F, Fontanelle. 

‘ . 

eo. 
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The parietal element from Red Deer river is symmetrical, T-shaped, wth a sub- 

cylindrical shaft expanding rapidly both in front and behind. Anteriorly the expansion 
is concave below, strengthened above by a median, rounded ridge in continuation of the 

central shaft, and thinning out laterally. Posteriorly the shaft divides, nearly at right 
angles to itself, to either side, so as to form a strong transverse bar slightly concave at 

mid-length above and convex below, thin at its front edge and thickest behind. The 
posterior border is angularly rounded. 

The space on either side of the shaft represents the inner halves of the supra- 

temporal fontanelles. The bone missing from the specimen would complete the outer 
border of the fontanelles and effect a union with the inner margins of the squamosals- 
The lower face of the anterior expansion, on either side of the median line, is striated by 

distinct furrows that follow down the lower lateral sides of the shaft, as deep grooves, 
and curve outward on to the transverse bar. The anterior upper surface also exhibits 
similar grooves that do not, however, pass beyond the mid-length of the shaft. 

The parietal, imperfect at its anterior end, is about one-third the size of that of T. 

gladius and would probably represent a proportionately smaller animal, an earlier and 

more generalized form of the genus with larger fontanelles than its later Laramie 
successors. 

Measurements of parietal bone. 
M. 

Extreme length of specimen (imperfect anteriorly) along median line... ...... 584 

Breadth of front expansion from median line to left edge of specimen ........ 173 

Breadth of posterior border from median line to left edge of specimen........ 305 

GCircumferencesorshattratimid-lengthie.sys cya ieeyatael at Wnlceteveicnegsieys/@seen leseleys -180 

iBreadthvofsameravpmid-leng thier ccmereicierirasieicie stone ereinerar ectonien 065 

Thickness of same at mid-length...... clea ice ey citer ee EA ee Mier cr TED as 053 

Thickness of anterior expansion at centre on median Jine ... ...........- “041 

Thickness at anterior end of specimen on median line .......-............. °Q18 

Thickness on median line midway between posterior border ann narrowest part 

PVOUIEV OE BIB ats rita. G bre loioia Aue ee na LE ai 10) (6 tr en El aa a sla A en EU *035 

Antero-posterior diameter of fontanelles.................0.005 UMD nee Gee °416 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1898. 

This species is dedicated to Dr. Robert Bell, the administrative head of the Geologi- 
cal Survey. 

* Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts. 1891, vol. xlii., p. 266. Ibid, 1892, vol. xliii., p. 81, plate ii. 
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF HORN CORES, &c., OF SPECIES OF MONOCLONTUS AND 

Plate XXI, figs. 1-5. 

POLYONAX. : 

Monoclonius Polyonax | Monoclonius | Monoclonius | Monoclonius Monoclonius | Monoclonius 
crassus. mortuarius. | recurvicornis. | sphenoceras. dawsoni. canadensis. belli. 

Repeat eat ‘ Slender, 
Aparna straigh ong, very 

Nasal P Ley laterally slightly 
horn. ou com pressed,| curved back- 

forward. ; 
upright. ward. 

Moderate size, 
slender. 

i t 2 
Very small, | Supposed re ornate curved 

Orbital upright, horns long 2 None obliquely tened on : 
horn. flattened on and : inward and 

; outer side, f 
outer side. slender. “ol backward ; 

upright. 
base over- 

hangs orbit. 
——— --—_ | — + - + | — —_———_—_ —_—— 

| 

Narrow, and Thin, with Pintoliver 
thin with scalloped 1 Z 

: ower poster- 
Squam- scalloped bor-) border ; fewer). 

ae ao AG ior border 
osal. der ; codssi- | emarginations) “3; ntl 

fied with | then inf. | opel 
parietals, crassus. Pens 

Reversed T- 
. shaped, 

Thin, | Thickened | Known only |.1,o¢ subcy- : | from the pos- |"). 4. 
expanded | posteriorly ; eae EE lindrical, 

7 posteriorly with two 2 anterior ex- 
Parietals. Arh ; lateral exten- ; 

andanteriorly; incurved ntl pansion 
smooth | hooks on back ate ne a) thin, pos- 
behind. border. 8 y terior ex- 

jing squamosal. ; 
pansion bar- 

like. 

Teeth. } Single (Single | Double 
| fanged. | fanged. | fanged. 

a | 

STEGOCERAS. Gen. nov. 

STEGOCERAS VALIDUS. Sp. nov. 

The two symmetrical, compact bones, represented on plate X XI, were found separately. 
The lower portions of their sides, as well as their ends, consist of sutural surfaces, indi- 

cating that other bones were firmly united to them and completely surrounded them. 
A transverse suture divides each almost equally into an anterior and a posterior half. On 
the Jower surface there is evidence of a line of coalescence in a longitudinal direction and 
extending from end to end. The upper surface of each specimen is dome shaped. 
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In the larger specimen the anterior end is produced forward and is slightly elevated 

terminating in two projections; the surface is here distinctly nodose. In the lateral, 

posterior, upper surface a similar rugosity is apparent. The surface of the central con- 

vexity is smooth. 

In the smaller specimen the upper surface is smooth and pitted throughout. It is 

trilobed posteriorly and is not produced forward in front where, however, two small nodes 
occur, one on each side of the median line. 

The structure of the lower surface is marked by a number of smooth, concave areas, 

as represented in the reproductions, from photographs of the specimens, in figs. 2 and 5 

of plate X XI. sutst 

It is probable that these bones were situated in the median line of the head, in ad- 
vance of the nasals. They may have belonged to a species of dinosaur not otherwise 

_ represented in the collections from Red Deer river and, judging from the difference in shape 
of the two specimens, more than one species may beindicated. Marsh in his figure ofthe 
head of Triceratops serratus* shows a nasal horn core (divided both transversely and 

longitudinally by sutures) that may correspond to the specimens from Red Deer river. 

A third specimen, similar to the anterior half of the larger of the two bones was col- 
lected in 1901. It has separated from its posterior half along the line of the transverse 
suture. 

For these bones the name Stegoceras validus is proposed with the hope that future 
discoveries may aid in aclearer understanding of their affinities. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river. 1898, 1901. 

TRACHODONTID &. 

TracHopon, Leidy. 

TRACHODON (PTEROPELYX) SELWYNI. Sp. noy. 

Plate III, figs. 2 and 3. 

This species is established principally on the evidence of teeth, of which a number 

from the lower jaw are shown on plate III. The teeth follow each other, quincuncially 
in the usual Trachodont manner, three or four occurring in the vertical series, but seven 
or eight can be counted obliquely. They replace each other from the inside and appear 
in the grinding surface in two or three functional rows. When three teeth belonging to 
the same vertical row are in use in the grinding surface at the same time (see fig. 3 of 
plate III), the outer one is generally worn down to the root and the stump is ready to 

fall out, the middle one is about half worn down, whilst the inner one is either just 

coming into use or is only slightly worn. 

The teeth of this species differ from those of T. mirabilis, Leidy, in being rounded 
oval above, instead of terminating in a point. They are smooth in both species. A few 

*Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts. vol. xxii, pl. 11, fig. 4. 1892. 
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minute, obliquely transverse strive are observed on the margins of the teeth of T. selwynt 

but they are practically smooth, the marginal, or border sculpture characteristic of the 

teeth of the species described in the next following 

pages being absent. 

A few, very large mandibular rami without 
teeth, one of which is represented in fig. 24, A, are 

supposed to belong to this species. 

A femur, provisionally associated with T. selwyni, 

was secured during the summer of 1901. It measu- 
red about 1°425 M. (56 

inches) in length when 
perfect. It is 585 M. 

and ‘508 M. in circum- 

ference above and be 

low the third trochanter 

respectively, and indi- 
cates the size attained 

by some of the herbivo- 
rous dinosaurs during 
Mid-Cretaceous times. 

For the purpose of com- 

parison a reduced figure 
of this immense bone is Fic.21.—4A, front view of right femur of Trach- 

gan witha similarly pace achioyni, from Red iD river; B, front 

> view of right femur of Iguanodon mantelli, 

reduced drawing of the from the Wealden of England  One-sixteenth 

femur of Izwanodon man- natural size. h, head; ¢, great trochanter ; m, 

telli, Owen, es YS third trochanter ; c, inner condyle. 

Wealden of Filgate Forest, Sussex, England (see fig. 21). 

Fig. 22. illustrates, in a diagrammatic manner, the gene- 

ral mode of succession of teeth in the genus Trachodon. The 

teeth are represented as they appear in transverse sections of 

the jaws, the heavy lines indicating the keeled enamelled 
crowns of the teeth. Thus although in both the upper and 

Trachodon, A, transverse sec. LOWeY jaws the teeth replace each other from the inner side, 
tion of the mandibular ramus; yet the enamelled surface of the crown of the teeth are on 

B, transverse section of the max- the inner side in the lower jaw but on the outer side in the 
illa. The heavy lines represent il 

the enamelled surfaces of the maxilla. 

crowns of theteeth. c, grinding f . , . 
Br teal dein uehwrorniteethice With this species is connected the name of Dr. Alfred 

partly worn teeth ; f,successional R. C. Selwyn, C.M.G., for many years, prior to 1894, Director 
teeth in the same vertical row of the Geological Survey. 

with d and e; g, foramen; hk, 4 

mandibular groove ; 7, inner wall 

of dental chamber. . 

tion of the growth of teeth in 
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TRACHODON (PTEROPELYX) MARGINATUS. Sp. nov. 

Plate III, fig. 1, plate IV, figs. 1, 5 and 6, and plates V, VI, VII, VIII, IX and X. 

Excellently preserved remains, of a large herbivorous dinosaur, met with in abun- 

dance in the Red Deer river district, are referred to the above species. Although the 

various bones of the skeleton were generally found distributed, a number were discovered 
associated with each other, the remains of one individual. These consisted of the hume- 

rus, ulna and radius of the left fore limb, a metatarsal and phalanges of the pes, the 

zygapophyses of cervical vertebra, ribs, fragments of teeth, broken ossified tendons and 

impressions of the integument. The species is represented further by disassociated 
femora, tibize, metacarpals and phalanges of the manus, rami of the lower jaw and maxille 

with remarkably well preserved teeth in place, dorsal and caudal vertebre, a pubic bone, 

ischia, ilia, chevron bones and numerous teeth as well as other remains probably refer- 
able to the same species. 

Of the bones, of one individual, found in association, the humerus with the ulna 

and radius are figured on plates VI and VII. 

The humerus, figs. 1 and 2, has a prominent radial crest that extends, from the external 

tuberosity above to slightly more than half way down the shaft externally and is roughly 
striated at its lower end for the attachment of the deltoid muscle. The head is small and 
is supported below by a strong rounded ridge. The proximal end, seen from above, is 

roughly triangular in shape, the front face broadly excavated with conspicuously concave 
surfaces on either side of the head behind that continue forward to meet the inner and 
outer tuberosities. The condyles are separated by a deep depression behind, that extends 

up the shaft for a short distance; in front they are not so conspicuously divided. 

An archaic feature is expressed in the great downward extension and conspicuous 
angularity of the radial crest. In comparing this humerus with that of Hadrosaurus 
Foulkii,* Leidy, from the Cretaceous of the east, a form allied to this species, a marked 
difference is noticeable in their proportions. 

Measurements cf humerus. 

M. 
IDp.dpsriersy Neate (AY, HONS) 4 he Yin did diaAeuid Ubd One aoe ae. ioe Rae e nn ee *685 
Breadth at lower end of radial crest..... LAO SAUS aS EEN EI AMER DRE ratSUT GS 
Circumference midway between lower end of radial crest and distal end... .. 265 
Breadth across head and outer tuberosity..........0..0.. 000 ee cee eee eee en -140 

fs sf INET CUbELOSIby Ne iM eles ORL ee Mel Meas aR ee *130 
Breadth across inner and outer tuberosities........... 0.2.0... 00000. ae ae So] A'S) 
Bread thioroutenscondiylety..- sane ieteetns meee oe LO RET SGI -100 
Breadth of inner condyle (imperfect)...... ..... Ser Siero wme ey ala plblatg Ris vabaeten) 1 OlS10) 
Mhickwessraticentreopicondylesm yams ye saree sre aie)seeses meal Mpa aN ge Res 092 
Mbickness/of radial: crestinear lower, end. .s)).5 2 ee, Seat), LO e034) 

*1865. Cretaceous Reptiles of the United States, p. 76, pl. xiv, figs. 1,2, 3and 4. Smithsonian Contr. to Know- 
ledge, vol. xiv. 
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The ulna and radius, belonging to the same fore limb as the humerus, are figured 

as they were found, 

The ulna has a strongly developed olecranon process terminating its expanded 
proximal end which is concave on three sides so as to be subtriangular in section. From 
the middle of its shaft downward, it increases in size very little. 

The radius is a comparatively slender bone but terminates below in a carpal articu- 
lating surface slightly larger than that of the distal end of the ulna. 

Measurements of ulna and radius. 
M. 

Extreme length of ulna (28 inches) ............ TSE A es ITS 
Circumference at middle of shaft................ LAR ApRta cape ROR ASE -190 

treatest breadth across coronoid process........ eceng dc Le epee het ae se heya’, 

Greatest thickness at proximal end........ eid Guanes peta ka says ates doe EA fete 094 

Greatestdiameterofscanpall ender eeu e/a: sielseiauss alee ipa ete panto “O74 

iShortestidiameterof carpallendis sac 4sesen =i tee ie eee ea 057 

Extreme length of radius (25 inches).....-...... JOOS uNOO, GouDsocsodes 632 

C@ircumferencetatimiddlesof shatty o.oo eclele eae dol -tet) fetelelol-teioeronst keer *155 

Wonesdiameter:ot headers eters leita l-telet Spit Siorerstes FSG setlst eR Ee “086 

Shortidiameter of Jhead) - <2.) aro. aciniveisiole chetivereterec telstra eee staeainye 054 

Long diameter of carpal end.............. Bone eteted oI Atal vate Mary cette “O87 

Shortediameteriof canpaliendiejs cio. eye1-'. oye) mucnetrenatoeeceteKalers ante hatseretene e000 

The right femur, plate VIII, provisionally associated with 7. marginatus, is interesting 
in many particulars, notably, its slenderness, the prominence of the head, the backward 
extension of the condyles and the marked development of the third trochanter. The 
inner condyle is larger than the outer one; they are both, viewed from the side, 

broadly rounded posteriorly and pointed in front. From the great trochanter, a promi- 

nent ridge extends downward, for some distance on the outer front face of the bone. 

Measurements of femur. 

M. 

Length from top of trochanter to bottom of outer condyle............... 1-1825 

Length from top of head to bottom of inner condyle... ................. 1:1698 

iBreadthvokupperjextremibyse. «cis si steeper fel eee eect tater tee esate “2464 

iBreadthyo£ lower extremity... 20. scans aside) =) Sei | ee eer 2497 

Transverse diameter at middle of shaft................0- 250.0: ereecces “145 

Antero-posterior diameter at middle of shaft...... 0 ..... ........ 00.04. 134 
Circumference below third trochanter.......... slo) ate)okeycge a) ate hoe Oe *4048 

Circumference above third trochanter......... ........0-.+-+--seeseus “4774 

Aatero-posterior diameter of head (imperfect)...................2+.-005 127 

Antero-posterior diameter of trochanter... ... ..........022.5-2- «+e 209 

Antero-posterior diameter of inner wate ove satay Aye Oe SOR EIO Eee 300 

Ihenethiok third trochanter ya. asl cl-Jei-vrle/stelaiets -0- 7) +10) lee Pent eee ‘377 

Height at centre of third troche MOCO 5 eos) so afeve one cuatel « erdy te ee tee 047 

A comparison of this femur with that of Hadrosaurus fou!kii, Leidy reveals a great 

similarity in their general proportions. If anything, the Red Deer river specimen is more 

slender but otherwise there are no very marked differences. 
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The tibia (plate IX, figs. 1 and 2), was probably not as long as the femur but was a 
decidedly robust bone. Unfortunately no specimens were secured associated with femora 

that might be supposed to belong to the same individual. 

Of the two right tibie figured on plate IX (provisionally referred to:'T. marginatus), 
the one on the right, seen from behind, is considerably crushed so as to exaggerate the 

breadth of the proximal end; the other specimen is remarkably well preserved. 

This bone of the leg, cylindrical at mid-length, expands rapidly toward either end. 

The longer axis of the distal end is nearly at right angles to that of the proximal end. 
Viewed from behind, the proximal end is seen to be broadly concave, the outer side 

consisting of a backwardly directed flange. On the inner side the head is divided into 
two parts by a deep furrow. 

Measurements of tibia. 

Henethf of tibiavextern ally yyy sesh No oan Ns ee soc th) Ss mtepiett opm eelapa ee leaOLS 

Men ebhiin tino nt every siya amen deere tpt ck a) cel) Wie ER RO Gea ale a eas glee si dl “980 

Circumference at narrowest part of shaft, just below the middle............ °379 

Bread Chyofupperxextremitypraaete creer sciatica et vate siegebaib ouel eal rneieva tacreRs 27 

Diameter of middle of head antero-posterioriy,... .0..... 20 

Bread thyofiitarsalWextremibyenumris i) cya seuuctcete ls Glsctali Me bale, Sisteca\ elon cr pualo| OB) 

Diametersatwmiddlerormtarsalesurracese cence nen ccisrais ile iites oreeaone Gl sisielicle i 12 

Ramus of lower jaw, plates II. and IV, long and narrow, with teeth occupying a deep, 
narrow chamber or magazine in the posterior two-thirds of the length. Coronoid process 
high, rising abruptly from the outer side. of the posterior end; laterally compressed 
above, deeply excayated below posteriorly. An edentulous prolongation in front curves 
obliquely downward and inward with asymphyseal surface at the ‘inner forward end. 
Upper and lower borders nearly parallel. Outer wall of dental chamber thick and strong, 

with shallow, vertical, alveolar grooves occupying its inner side. Inner wall,.very thin, 
averaging about 2 mm. in thickness, without alveolar grooves proper; seldom preserved. 

Coronoid process below, produced backward externally as a thin plate of bone continuous 
with the outer surface of the jaw ; on its inner side it unites with the outer alveolar wall 

in advance of the posterior end of the dental chamber. Dentary canal leading from the 
upper part of the posterior cavity forward between the outer surface of the jaw and the 

dental chamber. Mandibular groove passing forward under the lower border of the 
chamber. A row of foramina occurs on the inner side, one foramen at the base of each 

vertical series of teeth. A number of foramina also present on the outer suface. Teeth 

replaced from within, their keeled, enamelled surfaces of the crown inside; occurring in 

a vertical series of three or four near the middle of the jaw with two or three ofa series 
in use in the grinding surface at the sametime. Their lateral margins decorated with 

small, rounded projections from near the apex downward to where the crown begins to 
narrow again. 

Measurements of left ramus of lower jaw. 
M. 

Extreme length ......... Meta eae etahs an agn onde gaaste ciate aictet aeceielcte erect dareaseh yt sO. 

Depth at iniddle of magazine.... ........ Jaleied eae EAE Soo Sassen oes - 095 

Wadthya tilbasey of magazines mimo tulsa tais anny aedHGl Wir aualeleneclen oan), teyaiunete se ouel3\() 3 4. 

10 



Menathiok magazinen api. siege sige eu) sashes ease fa LRP MR AAG Ens eriatd -400 

Depth of same at its mid-length,........ ..... fi cdad iy ciceeld NO DME Pee -088 

Width through magazine at middle of magazine... ....... ie eR a - 068 

Elevation of coronoid process above lower border... .........- 232 

Elevation of coronoid process above upper border.... ....-.... +++ ue ayy HOS 

Antero-posterior diameter of coronoid process above. ... ..... soe oui sol, SOO 

Transyerse diameter of coronoid process above.....---.--+ ++. eet see vectens tape OD) 

Thickness of inner alveolar wall. -.........0 eee cee eet ett ees =» 1002 

Forty-six alveolar grooves. 

_ Diameter of dental foramina (largest)... .. 6.662 cee eee eee ee eee - 065 

Diameter of dental foramina at ends of series. ......--.-- .+-5-- storey OAO 

Elevation of grinding surface of teeth above edge of outer wall.............. -075 

Distance from front of magazine to anterior end of symphyseal surface........ - 182 

Maxilla, plate V, robust, high at the centre, sloping downward toward either end, 

the dental chamber occupying nearly the whole of its length. Seen from above, the 
posterior half slopes obliquely forward and outward, while the reverse is the case in 
front ; at the extreme anterior end there is a limited slope inclined obliquely outward. 
Also, viewed {rom above, the posterior half is straight and broader than the front half 

which narrows to a- rounded, outwardly turned point. Inner surface rather flat. Outer 
surface with a rounded ridge running horizontally from the posterior end to meet the 
facet for the articulation of the anterior end of the jugal. On the inner, upper side behind 
mid-length, a facet, probably for the palatine, is present. Teeth replacing each other from 

the inner side, apparently not more than two. of a series in use in the grinding surface at 
the same time; the carinated, enamelled faces of the crowns facing outward. A row of 

foramina, similar to that of the lower jaw, conspicious in the upper part of the inner side. 

Several large foramina occur in the anterior half of the outer side. 

Measurements of right maxilla 
M. 

Extreme length............ aan sat (taogeacci vate. ecteede RP Eas CN ie 360 

Extreme depth oft same imperfect abov ae Sevieateyoumarenteets wry cuineaseceacasteds auealolyg 

Length of dental series....... Pee ncn boasts Sao8 sone OBIS 

Thickness of maxilla at mid tenth. SRA danoos ppd Atria acta alyin'a tio Okc ‘078 

Distance apart of lower edges of ail euler walls at mid- leastht Wh ee en reae an OD 

Distance apart of’same near anteriorend’.... .......... 6 secceers wees -016 

Distance apart of:same near posterior end. ... .......-00.. eee wee eae nes ens * O15 

Distance of row of foramina (forty in number) above edge of inner alveolar 

OEIC Tih a GOoSe DMO moO ESTER eCHer ror Pa cian poca2. sa ccc » 055 
Projection of outer cee of farindine surface of teeth below edge of outer 

alveglariwal Waticen tren 7jc fej... ,-/4-fst-eus anid ape ciesal eee eee ee ete -019 

Projection of inner edge of same below edge of inner alveolar wall at centre... * 007 

Average horizontal diameter of foramina in inner alveolar wall.............. * 047 

Pubis, plate X, fig. 1 (provisionally associated with T. marginatus), produced forward 
into a broad, thin, transversely compressed, spatulate expansion that is slightly concave 
on its outer surface. Posteriorly a slender postpubic process, springing from a point 
inside and in advance of the base of the pedestal bearing the ischiac facet, is directed 

backward on the lower border of the ischium with which it effects a ligamental union. 
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Iliae facet small, separated from the ischiac facet by a wide, concave, acetabular emargi- 

nation that forms about one-third of the whole acetabular border. 

Measurements of pubis. 
M. 

Length of acetabular border along curve..... ......- 406-2 ce ees sioneood | CAGw 

Distance from centre of ischiac facet to centre of iliac facet.......... tomas lee OD 

Breadth at narrowest part of anterior expansion..,.................- gape. HH 

Mhicknessyaticentre vol) narrowestypartantdl |e oiet aire <ielercieheieteneieel ene peed en O21 

Breadth of specimen anteriorly (imperfect).........-...- 0.0.0. .-e eee cess “174 

Circumference of base of postpubic process...,............ 0:20 ee reese *092 

Vertical diameter of ischiac facet. speaeiae jecninacdsre, aemian gr O40 

Greatest thickness slightly in mavance of aceeabulee border Uorreyen tennineyres a 022 

Greatest thickness at centre of anterior end (imperfect) of specimen.......... ‘O18 

Length of specimen from ischiac facet to anterior end. shavers "485 

Estimated length of pubis, when perfect, from anterior nd to ranean fod of 

postpubic process (37 inches)... .. Lienaysranatay vidas. eeinkera,s bs tachourararess\uieny aU) 

Ischium long, plate X, fig. 2 (provisionally associated with 7. marginatus), laterally 

compressed, broadly expanded proximally and ending distally in a foot-shaped extre- 
mity pointing downward. Shaft almost straight, its upper edge curving concavely and 
broadly upward to meet the iliac facet. Upper expanded part very thin, plate-like, 

thickened abruptly, on either side of the thin, concave edge of the acetabular border, to 

form well developed iliac and pubic facets. The surfaces of the facets very rugose. A 

narrow postpubic facet extends, downward and backward at right angles to the pubic 
facet along the lower front border of the proximal end. Below this facet and separated 
from it by a concavity in the thin margin is a flange of bone for the further support of 
the postpubis. Inner surface of distal half, striated longitudinally for a ligamental 
union with its mate of the opposite side. 

Measurements of ischiwm. 
M. 

Hxtremejlengthetromynliacutaceb pisepeynicm ice elon ies eile cieisoie oie iene 1-050 

Distance from upper end of iliac facet to lower end of pubic facet... .. oc 332 

Length of acetabular border measured on concavity........... ae Wetekiis ¢ -140 

Heng thyobwiliac acetic yl aterys cle leit) dave) Wom adeing are pos ni banlscaner 3 °135 

Breadth wot Samer acy shee Mae peur Noaeal DU a MeN apes ict esate csi et a at se -060 

eng thvobipubbicitacetinnytercr ine caetictora ety sta ciety apace role teria Arata genist he coee *040 

Bread thot tsamei ry essie re embetter slay oka cai) stein weeelbasoustens save sropiee “020 

Wengthrot postpupleraceci uve seit lets tojersia ior cc bictoteu stone elh caterer tet -122 

Brevdth ofpame.. 20... Lk. Aru hn oR QU ees eee. 013 

Circumference at: niid-lehgth oo. a ee cs aN -162 

Breadth of expanded distal end.............. FaMer EIST a ATE AI ahs ys oi 0217 

Thickness of lower part of same ............. ...-.... ISS LEKS tories GIO “070 

thickness ob uppersparbl OLtsarmey., << craks slic)ts eleln esa suchas eset hel sl et oes -040 

Thickness of proximal expansion at centre ............ 0.0.05. Delia “016 

A number of ilia, representing different types of herbivorous dinosaurs, are included 
in the collections. In fig. 23, three of these are shown. The upper one, A, is of the 
Monoclonius type and is arbitrarily associated with M. dawsoni, another, B, is referred to 
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Trachodon marginatus (provisionally), whilst the lower one, C, Slegosauroid in its character, 
may belong to Stereocephalus tutus. : 

( Tee NNSA 
/ Tee Rp Papen, 

« Go ich ee is 
ae REN ae ey) 

Oy A. 

Fic. 23.—Ilia of herbivorous dinosaurs from Red Deer river; one-twelfth the natural size. A, right ilium of 

Monoclonius dawsoni ; B, the same of Trachodon marginatus ; C, that of Stereocephalus tutus, A, acetabulum ; P, 

faeet for pubic bone ; Js, facet for ischium. 

TRACHODON (PTEROPELYX) ALTIDENS. Sp. noy. 

Plate IV, figs. 2, 3 and 4. 

A lelt maxilla, with the teeth preserved, reveals a hitherto undescribed species of 

Trachodon. The teeth are distinctly narrow in proportion to their length and are beauti- 
fully marked, for a short distance above the apex of the crown, on the raised edges of the 
outer enamelled face by a few, obliquely placed, transversely elongated embossments, 
which decrease in size gradually, from the apex of the tooth upward until they become 
inconspicuous as a few marginal denticles or projections. The name of the species is 
suggested by the height of the teeth relative to their breadth and the distance they 
project beyond the alveolar border. 

The maxilla indicates an animal of comparatively small size and slender proportions. 

Three rows of teeth, more generally two, were in use in the grinding surface at the same 
time, with at least two or three series of successional teeth following, to replace those in 
use from the inside, the stumps of the old teeth falling out on the outside of the jaw. 

In fig. 8, the mode of succession of the teeth downward is shown, the bone having been 
removed for a short distance from the anterior end of the specimen. About one-fifth of 
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the maxilla is missing anteriorly, as well as a considerable part of the superior border 

above the row of foramina. A prominent, overhanging ridge, runs forward, on the 
outer side, from the posterior end, forming the outer and lower border of the facet for the 

front part of the jugal. A noticeable feature is the distance the teeth project beyond the 
borders of the alveolar walls. Four neuro-vascular foramina are conspicuous in the outer 

wall in front of the ridge just mentioned. The enamelled surface of the crown of each 

tooth bears a strong median carination. The teeth from which the apices have been 
removed by use are quite smooth and do not show the characteristic border markings. 

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF TEETH OF SPECIES OF TRACHODON AND PTEROPELYX. 

Trachodon mirabilis, Leidy. | Teeth pointed above ; margins smooth. 

| 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) selwyni, Lambe. | Teeth rounded oval above ; margins smooth or with 
the faintest indications of oblique transverse 
strie. Fig. 2, plate ITT. 

Teeth rounded above ; with a marginal sculpture. 
| Figs. 5 and 6, plate TV. 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe. 

Pteropelyx grallipes, Cope. | Teeth rounded above; with a border sculpture. 
: | Fig. 7, plate IV. 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) altudens, Lambe. | Teeth of small size, long in proportion to the breadth, 
| and pointed above ; with a border sculpture near 
| the apex. Fig. 4, plate TV. 
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A large series of rami of lower jaws of species of T'rachodon were collected in the 
Red Deer river district. Unfortunately in most of the specimens the teeth are missing, 
making their specific identification somewhat conjectural. In fig. 24, three of the rami 

are figured to show size and form. 

Fic. 24. Right mandibular rami of species of Trachodon from Red Deer river, A, ramus of lower jaw of T. selwynit ; 

B and C, rami probably referable to 7. marginatus. d, alveolar grooves from which the teeth have fallen; e, coronoid 

process ; s, symphyseal surface. One-sixth the natural size. 
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MAMMALIA. 

MULTITUBERCULATA. 

PLAGIAULACID. 

PriLopus, Cope. 

PTILODUS PRIMZ&VUS. Sp. nov. 

Plate XV, figs. 13 and 14. 

The specimen on which this species is based consists of an imperfect right mandi- 

bular ramus in which the fourth premolar and the first molarare preserved. The fracture 

in front exposes the large anterior root of the premolar and the small posterior root is seen 
from the outer side. The lower front border of the crown of the premolar is slightly 
excavated apparently for the accommodation of the posterior edge of a very small, closely 
fitting third premolar. The socket for the base of the root of the incisor is seen on the 
inner side and indicates a tooth of comparatively robust proportions. Behind the first 

molar, the socket of the second molar is preserved, which, judging from its size, held a 

tooth considerably smaller than the first molar. 

The characters of the teeth are as follows :—Fourth premolar with eleven serrations 

on its edge ; on its inner side, five complete grooves preceded by three half grooves; on 

its outer side, five complete grooves preceded by one half groove. First molar with four 

tubercles on its inner side and six tubercles on the outer side. 

Ptilodus primevus is especially interesting on account of the small number of grooves 
on the large cutting fourth premolar (approching the genus Meniscoéssus in this respect) 

and the slightly backward curve of the tubercles on the outer side of the first molar, 

also suggestive of Meniscoéssus. 

In the figures of the type of the species, the teeth are shown as they appear in the 

specimen, but the first molar is evidently somewhat out of its true position of close 

proximity to the fourth premolar. 

Belly River series, Red Deer river, 1901. 

BoREODON. Gen. nov. 

BOREODON MATUTINUS. Sp. nov. 

Plate XV., fig. 15. 

This early type of mammal is represented by a single tooth, a premolar, having two, 

slightly divergent roots. The crown is in the form of a laterally compressed cone, some- 
what rounded above, angular in front, evenly rounded behind, with a well defined, 
undulating cingulum encircling its base. A slight lateral concavity, more clearly 
defined within, occurs in each side of the tooth near the base of the crown in line with 
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the cleft between the roots. The cingulum is angular and prominent at either end, 
becoming rounded and broader on the sides. The crown is considerably worn on the 
inner side of its apex. One root only remains and it is imperfect below. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Length of tooth (imperfect below, worn above).......... 2... sees eee “0080 

3 F FO=POStELIOL jaye cushy sisce ce yeuer es le eo) ToC eee -0047 Dinnnetenictieraw eae pos . a0 

Lea Saat aaa HP Wpahogond oulsaocoe PPPS eat a eat aaa -0030 

Feige h tomicrOwniacry.s ers spar ysis sys eke ata ey Seo cre eR ROR een -0040 

SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES WITH PAGE AND PLATE REFERENCES. 

Species. | Page. Plate. 

Pisces. 

1 Myledaphus bipartitus, Cope. 28. | XIX. 

2 Acipenser albertensis, Lambe. 29% | exexer: 

3 Lepidotus occidentalis, Leidy. 29/5 |) 2XeX: 

4 Rhineastes eruciferus, Cope. || 298 

5 Diphyodus longirostris, Lambe. ; 30. | Yc 

BaTRACHIA. ‘ | 

6 Scapherpeton tectum, Cope. 31. | ITT. 

ReprvILiA. 

7 Cimoliasaurus magnus, Leidy. 32. 1 

8 Trionyx foveatus, Leidy. | Sar | I, and figures in text. 

9 Trionyx vagans, Cope. 36. | I, and figure in text. 

10 Adocus lineolatus, Cope. 38. | 

11 Adocus variolosus, Cope. , 39. | IT, and figures in text. 

12 Neurankylus eximius, Lambe. | 42, | Figure in text. 

13 Baéna hatcheri, Hay. | 43: | Figures in text. 

14 Baéna antiqua, Lambe. | 44, | Figures in text. 

15 Champsosaurus annectens, Cope. 45. | 

16 Trobdon formosus, Leidy. 47. 

Le | Crocodilus humilis, Leidy. | 47 

18 | Bottosawrus perrugosus, Cope. | 48. | 

19 | Deinodon horridus, Leidy. 49. | 

20 Deinodon explanatus, Cope, sp. 49. | XV. 

21 | Ornithomimus altus, Lambe. 50. | XIII, XIV, XV, and figures in text. 
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SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES WITH PAGE AND PLATE REFERENCES—Continued. 

33 

Species. 

Reptit1a—Continued. 

Paleoscincus costatus, Leidy. 

Paleoscincus asper, Lambe. 

Stereocephalus tutus, Lambe. + 

Monoclonius dawsoni, Lambe. 

Monoclonius canadensis, Lambe. 

Monoclonius belli, Lambe. 

Stegoceras validus, Lambe. 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) selwyni, Lambe, 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) altidens, Lambe. 

Pteropelyx grallipes, Cope. 

MAMMALIA. 

11 

Ptilodus primevus, Lambe. 

Boreodon matutinus, Lambe. 

Page. Plate. 

XVII. 

XI, XII, XXT, and figures in text. 

XVI, XIX, XX, and figures in text. 

XVIT, XVIII, and figures in text. 

XX, and figure in text. 

XXII. 

ITI, and figures in text. 

ITI—X, and figures in text. 

IV. 

BV: 

XV. 

XV. 
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PLATE I. 

Fig. 1. Trionyx foveatus, Leidy, upper surface of the carapace shown in figure 1, p. 34; one-half the 

natural size. Page 33. 

Fig. 2. Urionyx foveatus, lower or outer surface of a right hypoplastral bone; natural size. Page 35. 

Fig. 3. Trionyx vagans, Cope, upper surface of carapace shown on page 37, figure 3; slightly less than 

one-fourth natural size. Page 36. 

Fig. 4. Portion of the upper surface of the same carapace, natural size; to show the sculpture. 
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PLATE II. 

‘ Adocus variolosus, Cope. (sp.) - ar ; ‘ 

Fig. 1. Plastron, lower or outer shrface of specimens represen ter in figures 4 and 5, page 39 ; o 

era size. Page 39. 

Fig. 2 ‘The: same, upper or inner surface. 

Fig. 3: “The lower surface at Han anterior end of the same plastron, natural size ; to show the character a 
of the sculpture. 
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Fig. 1 

PLATE ITI. 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, inner side of left ramus of lower jaw, showing the 

teeth ; one-half the natural size. Page 73. 

9 
. ae 

e, coronoid process ; a, symphyseal surface ; 6, inner wall of dental chamber ; c, mandibular 

groove ; d, foramen. 

Trachodon (Pteropelyx) selwyni, Lambe, inner surface of teeth of lower jaw, to show succession 

natural size. Page 69. 

3 

4 

5. 

6 

7 

8 

Grinding surface of teeth of same specimen ; natural size. 

Scapherpeton tectum, Cope, dorsal vertebra, from the left side ; twice the natural size. Page 31. 

View from the front, same specimen. 

Scapherpeton tectum, atlas, front view ; twice the natural size. 

The same, viewed from behind. 

The same, side view from the left. 

y, diapophysis ; =, prezygapophysis ; 2, postzygapophysis ; s, neural spine ; z, anterior articural 

cup ; w, neural canal ; v, facet for occipital condyle of skull. 
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PLATE IV. 

. 1. Trachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, outer side of the same mandibular ramus figured 

on plate IIT; one-half the natural size. Page 73. 

. 2. Trachodon (Pteropelyx) altidens, Lambe, outer side view of left maxilla, one-half natural size. 

The speciman was drawn upside down so as to havea better light on the teeth. Page 76. 

. 3. Inner view of the same specimen, with part of the inner wall removed to show successional teeth ; 

one-half natural size. 

. 4. Two teeth from the same specimen, showing the characteristic border sculpture, with the crown 

of the worn tooth restored, in dotted outline, to show the proportion of length to breadth ; twice 

the natural size. 

. 5. TLrachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, outer view of apical part of crown of tooth from the 

maxilla represented on plate V, for comparison with fig. 4; twice the natural size. Page 74. 

. 6. Trachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, crown of one of the teeth of the ramus shown in fig. 1 of 

this plate and fig. 1 of the preceding plate ; twice the natural size. Page 73. 

. 7. Pleropelyx grallipes, Cope, crown of tooth of lower jaw, to show border sculpture ; twice the 

natural size. Introduced for comparison. Page 77. 

f, grinding surface of teeth; a, facet for jugal. 
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PLATE V. 

Fig. 1. Prachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, right maxillary bone, external view ; re 
half. Page 74. 

Fig. 2. The same, internal view. 

Fig. 3. The same, superior view. 

a, facet for jugal Ry facet for palatine, 
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PLATE VI. 

Fig. 1. Trachodon ( Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, left humerus, aorea obliquely fae i ner 

one-third natural size. Page 71. 

a3 2. The same, from outer rear. 

Bhar specimen was embedded ; natural size. 

r, radial crest ; , head ; 7, inner tuberosity ; 9, outer tuberosity ; ¢, outer condyle. 
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PLATE VII. 

Fig. 1. Trachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, left ulna and radius, anterior view ; one-third 

natural size. 

Page 72 “. 

From the same individual as that to which the humerus, figured on plate VJ, belonged. 

~ Fig. 2. The same, posterior view. 

u, ulna ; 7, radius ; 0, olecranon process. 
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PLATE VIII. 

_ Fig. 1. Trachodon ( Pteropelyx) earainatiee Lambe, right femur, anterior view 
. size, (Provisionally associated with 7. marginatus). Page 72. — 

o | f Gh a t r die , 5 

Fig. 2. The same, internal view. 

Fig. 3. The same, posterior view. 

h, head ; t, great trochanter ; m, third trochanter ; c, inner condyle. 
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PLATE IX. 

Fig. 1. Trachodon (Pleropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, right tibia, external view ; five twenty-thirds the 

natural size. (Provisionally associated with 7. marginatus). Page 73. 

Fig. 2. Another tibia of the same species, posterior view ; similarly reduced. (Provisionally associated 

with 7’. marginatus) 
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PLATE X. 

Fig. 1. Lrachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, Lambe, left pubis, external view ; one-third the natural 

size. (Provisionally associated with 7. marginatus). Page 74. 

Fig. 2. Trachodon (Pteropelyx) marginatus, left ischium, external view ; one-fifth the natural size. 

(Provisionally associated with 7. marginatus). Page 75. 

2, iliac facet ; b, acetabular border ; g, ischiac facet ; h, postpubic process ; p, pubic facet ; pp, 

postpubic facet ; f flange. 
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PLATE XI. 

TaAgSe: 

Stereocephalus tutus, Lambe, head armature, superior view g ‘natural size. The anterior end 

‘points downward. Page 5d. é : 

a, anterior end. 
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PLATE XII. 

Vig. 1. Stereocephalus tutus, Lambe, view of left siae of specimen figured on plate XT, one-half the 

natural size. Page 55. 

Fig. 2. Palatal view of the same; one-half the natural size. 

Fig. 3. Stereocephalus tutus, codssified postcranial scutes, superior view ; two-sevenths the natural 

size. Page 56. 

Fig. 4. The same, anterior view. 

Fig. 5. Transverse section of rib (provisionally associated with S. tutus); one-half the natural size. 

Page 55. ‘ 

p, palatine ; s, suture ; pt, pterygoid ; v, interpterygoid vacuity ; pb, presphenoid and basisphenoid 

element; a, anterior; 6, posterior. 
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PLATE XIIL 
r ] ’ / 

. 3 25 

i“ Ornithominus altus, Lambe, phalanges of right pes, external view; natural size. Page | 
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PLATE XIV. 

Ornithomimus altus, Lambe. 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Tig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 

Vig. 11. 

Fig. 12, 

Fig. 13. 

Posterior dorsal vertebra, viewed from the left ; natural’size. Page 50 

Caudal vertebra, superior view ; natural size. Page 52. 

The same, inferior view. 

The same, left lateral view. 

The same, posterior view. 

Distal end of metatarsal ITI. of left pes, viewed from the front ; natural size. 

The same, posterior view. 

Terminal phalanx of pes, side view ; natural size. Page 50. 

The same, posterior view. 

Terminal phalanx of manus, side view ; natural size. Page 52. 

The same, posterior view. 

Anterior tooth, provisionally associated with O. a/tws, side view, natural size. 

Page 50, 

Page 53. 

Posterior view of the sime, showing the minute denticulations ou one of the two posterior 

caring. 

s, neural spine ; 2, prezygapophysis ; 2, postzygapophysis ; 2, neural arch ; d, diapophysis ; /, facet 

for chevron bone; ¢, neural canal; e, posterior articular face of centrum. 
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Fig. 

Fig. 

rig 1g, 

Ss: 

10. 

15. 

16. 

AMR XO 

Ornithonimus altus, Lambe, caudal vertebra, superior view ; natural size. Page 52. 

View of right side of same. 

Ornithomimus altus, caudal vertebra, superior view ; natural size. Page é 

The same, inferior view. 

The same, right side. 

? Ornithomimus altus, left side of lumbar vertebra of small individual ; natural size. 

The same, superior view. 

The same, anterior view. 

Terminal phalanx of megalosaurvid dinosaur, lateral view ; natural size. 

The same, proximal view. 

2, prezygapophysis ; Z, postzygapophysis ; s, neural spine ; e, transverse process. 

Tooth of Deinadon explanatus, Cope, side view ; four times the natural size. Page 49. 

Transverse section of the same. 

Ptilodus primevus, Lambe, right man libular ramus, external view; enlarged four times. Page 79. 

The same, internal view. 

pl, fourth premolar; mJ, first molar; 7, socket for incisor; ”, socket for second molar. 

Boreodon matutinus, Lambe, premolar, side view ; four times natural siz. Page 79. 

c, cingulum. 

Right maxillary bone, (provisionally “associated with Scapherpeton tectwm), external view ; 

four times the natural size. 

We 

18. 

Inferior view of the same, similarly enlarged. Page 32. 

Premaxillary bone of Diphyodus longirostris, Lambe, inferior view ; enlarged four times. 

Page 30. 

USE 
+ 

Transverse section of same, similarly enlarged. 

t, tooth-base ; n¢, interspace. 
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- © SPuAvTE xXvia 

Fig, 1. Sacrum, provisionally associated with Monoclonius dawsoni, Lambe, superior view ; j 

the natural size. Page 61. ah" 

Nt Fig. 2. The sane, viewed from the right. 
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PLATE XVII. 

Fig. 1. 2 Monoclonius dawsoni, Lambe, side view of? nasal horn core ; one-half the natural size. 

Fig. 2. Sectional outlines of the same at “‘a ” and “b”. 

Fig. 3. Monoclonius canadensis, Lambe, right orbital horn core, obliquely from behind ; one-halfe 

natural size. Page 63. 0, orbit. 

Fig. 4. The same, sectional outline at “a”. 

Fig. 5. Paleoscincus asper, Lambe, side view of tooth ; four times natural size. Page 54. 
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PLATE XVIII. 

. 1. Monoclonius canadensis, Lambe, right mandibular ramus, external view; one-half the natural 
size. Page 65. 

. 2. The same, internal view. 

. 3. Monoclonius canadensis, maxillary tooth, external view ; natural size. (Provisionally associated 
with Jf, canadensis.) Page 66. 

g. 4. Internal view of the same. 

. 5. Tooth from lower jaw, (provisionally associated with I. canadensis), internal view ; natural size. 

. 6. The same, lateral view showing the two roots. 

~I The same, external view. 

e, coronoid process ; a, alveolar groove; 6, symphyseal surface ; c, mandibular groove ; f, facet 

for predentary bone. 
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PLATE XIX. 

Fig. 1. Myledaphus bipartitus, Cope, pavement tooth, face of crown; enlarged four times. Page 28. 

Side view of same tooth. =? = dR iS) 

g, crown ; f, face of crown; 7, root. 

Fig. 3. Lepidotus occidentalis, Leidy, outer surface of scale ; natural size. Page 29. 

Fig, 4. Monoclonius dawsoni, Lambe, left scapula and coracoid, internal view. (Provisionally associated 

with M. dawsoni); one-fourth natural size. Page 60 

Fig. 5. Monoclonius dawsoni, predentary bone, lateral view. (Provisionally associated with M. dawson); 

natural size. Page 63. 

Fig. 6. The same, viewed from above. 

s, scapula ; ¢, coracoid ; a, suture between scapula and coracoid ; g, glenoid cavity ; b, upper 

border ; d, anterior end ; e, groove for dentary. 
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PLATE XX. 

Monoclonius belli, Lambe, parietal element of posterior crest, superior view ; one-third the 

natural size. Page 66. 

9 oe The same, inferior view. 

3. Monoclonius dawsoni, Lambe, rostral bone, side view ; one-half the natural size. (Provisionally 

associated with WM. dawsoni). Page 62. ; 

Outline of section of same at “‘c.” 

Horn core with an asymmetrical base. Not specifically determined. 

Sectional outlines of same at “a” and “b.” 

g, groove for premaxilla. 
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PLATE XXI. 

Fig. 1. Stegoceras validus, Lambe, prenasal bone ; side view. Natural size. Page 68. 

Fig. 2. The same, inferior aspect. 

Fig. 3, Superior view of another specimen ; natural size. 

4. The same; side view. 

Fig. 5. The same; inferior view. 

6 . Stereocephalus tutus, Lambe, symmetrical plate, superior aspect ; one-half the natural size. (Pro. 

visionally associated with S. twtus). 

Figs: 7 and 8. Similar keeled plates ; one-half the natural size. 

Fig. 9. Shield of Acipenser albertensis, Lambe, viewed from above. Natural size. Page 29. 
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